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ABSTRACT
T he role o f the continent of A frica as a source o f gaseous and particu late 
em issions to the atm osphere is investigated in this study. Sources o f  gases  and 
particulates from A frica include fossil fuel com bustion, biom ass burn ing , and 
biogenic soil em issions o f  nitric oxide. This study represents the first com prehensive 
database o f  gaseous and particulate em issions developed for the con tinen t o f  A frica 
on a country  by country basis and establishes the fram ework for country-by-country  
assessm ent o f  greenhouse gases em issions as required by the Kyoto C onference on 
G lobal W arm ing, w hich w as attended by representatives from  more than  100 
countries.
C alculations o f  gases and particulates resulting from  fossil fuel com bustion  
were based on the Intergovernm ental Panel on Climate C hange (IPC C ) guidelines. 
C alculations o f  gases and particulates resulting from biom ass burning w ere based on 
Fire counts obtained from  the Defense M eteorological Satellite P rogram  (D M SP) 
Block 5 satellites and em ission ratios for various gaseous and particulate fire products 
obtained during the recent Southern A frican Fire-A tm osphere R esearch Initiative 
(SA FA R I), an activity o f the international G lobal A tm ospheric C hem istry  (IG A C) 
Project, part o f  the international Geosphere-Biosphere Program  (IG B P). The 
calculations o f  biogenic soil em issions o f  nitric oxide were obtained w ith  the N O A A  
G eophysical Fluid D ynam ics Laboratory (GFD L) Biogenic Soil N Ox M odel.
A frica was found to  be a significant global source o f  the fo llow ing gases: 
carbon dioxide (CO2 ), carbon monoxide (CO ), methyl chloride (CH 3 CI), oxides o f 
nitrogen (N O x), and carbon particulates. The results indicate that A frica  is the world 's 
single largest continental source o f em issions due to biom ass burning and  that these 
em issions are likely to increase with time. The study established that on  a global
xx
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scale. A frica w as the largest source o f  soil biogenic NOx- The im portance o f  A frica as 
a key global source o f trace gases and aerosols has been underestim ated in the past. 
This research offers a new picture o f  gaseous and particulate em issions from A frica. 
A frica 's  global significance as a source o f  atmospheric gases is very im portant, i.e., 
m ore than 11 % o f the world's total anthropogenic CC>2 production results from 
biom ass burning in Africa. A frica contributes nearly a third o f  the global 
anthropogenic C H 3CI, a third o f  the global anthropogenic N O x, and  alm ost 20%  to 
the world's g lobal carbon particles anthropogenic budget.
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AFRICA AS A REGIONAL AND GLOBAL SOURCE OF 
ATMOSPHERIC GASES AND PARTICULATES
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CHAPTER I 
1.0 Introduction
Recent studies have suggested that A frica may be a significant regional and 
global source o f atm ospheric gases and particulates (Levine et al., 1995; Scholes 
1995; and Andreae e t al., 1996). The m ajor producers o f  atmospheric gases and 
particulates in A frica are biomass burning (Levine et al., 1995; Hao and Liu 1994), 
biogenic sources (Y ienger and Levy 1995; Scholes et al., 1996), and fossil fuel 
com bustion. Em issions from the consum ption o f  fossil fuels in Africa appears to be 
increasing (M arland and Rotty, 1984; Kasibhatla et al., 1993; De Castro and  Rahm an, 
1996) as population grow th and industrialization places greater need for fossil fuels. 
The energy sources at present in many A frican countries are primarily non­
com m ercial biom ass use is mainly for cooking and other dom estic purposes (L ashof 
and Tirpak, 1990). Studies o f  emissions from  African countries are lacking relative to 
the industrialized world.
The goal o f this research is to develop an inventory o f  the sources o f  gases and 
particulates from Africa. Specifically, this study will assess and estimate em issions 
from  the chief prim ary sources: biomass burning gases and particulates, fossil fuel 
com bustion, and biogenic emissions. G ases and particulates o f interest include 
carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH 4 ), methyl chloride 
(C H 3 CI), methyl brom ide (CH 3Br), oxides o f  nitrogen (N O \), non-m ethane 
hydrocarbons (N M H C'S), sulfur dioxide (SO 2), and am m onia (NH 3 ), as w ell as total 
particulate matter (TPM ), particles< 2.5 pm , and carbon particles black (soot). This 
study provides estim ates on a country by country basis, and also gives 1° x 1° spatial
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3resolution for biom ass burning activities. Specific O bjectives are discussed in m ore 
detail in the individual chapters addressing the different aspects o f  this research.
Presently, there no inform ation exits on m ethane em issions from the use o f  
fossil fuels in A frica. W hile a study on efficient electrical end use technologies for 
m itigating greenhouse gas em issions in Africa has been perform ed (De Castro and 
Rahm an, 1996), on seven countries based on electrical use by sector, a wide range o f 
uncertainty in em issions o f N O x by fossil fuel electricity generation remains. T he De 
Castro and R ahm an study used a sim ple approxim ation for em issions per KW h to 
convert electricity  statistics into em issions. H owever, this inventory needs to be 
expanded to include most o f  A frica and establish an inventory based on more recent 
m ethodologies. An inventory o f  carbon dioxide em issions in A frica based on the 
procedure o f  M arland (1984) and production data only has been attem pted before 
(M arland and Rotty, 1994). T here are a number o f  problem s w ith this approach, 
because m uch representative inform ation from consum ption and trade is left out. 
There is a need to establish a new  carbon dioxide fossil fuel inventory based on recent 
statistics provided by the IEA -O EC D  data on production and consum ption together 
w ith process em ission factors. In the future, A frica will becom e a m ajor source o f  
em issions from  the use of fossil fuels. An attem pt must be made to establish this 
inventory on a country-by-country basis as very little inform ation exists with this 
regard. It is also crucial for the future o f global em issions that research establishes the 
tim e history o f  these gases, w hether they increasing or decreasing with time and make 
projections for the future levels o f  these em issions. The correlation o f  em issions with 
G N P (im pact o f  econom ic grow th on em issions), and correlation o f  em issions w ith 
population (im pact o f population on em issions) in A frica has not been established.
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4A num ber o f  studies have been carried  out on em issions o f  gases and 
particulates from biom ass burning in A frica (see Chapter 3 introduction). H ow ever, 
no com plete continental inventory o f these em issions has been provided. Studies in 
the past have suffered limitations in estim ating em issions due to lack o f em ission 
factors and em ission ratio data and this has been discussed in detail in C hapter 3. 
Some studies have tried  to model em issions in Southern Africa, with a high degree o f 
uncertainty. There rem ains a wide gap in national inventories o f  biomass burning 
em issions in Africa. In order to better understand the spatial distribution o f  biom ass 
burning in Africa, a inventory on lx l  degree spatial resolution must be established. 
W hile it is generally agreed that Africa m ay be the largest continental source o f  gases 
and particulates from  biom ass burning, a m ore qualitative and quantitative approach 
giving percentage contributions needs to be carried out.
In the last decade, research has been conducted to understand biogenic soil 
N O x em issions in A frica and its contribution to the global budget (Yienger and Levy, 
1995). However, w ithin the constraints o f  the existing data when the study was done, 
the results can only be looked at as a best guess estimate and were centered prim arily 
on em issions by biom e type. Africa's im portance and continental contributions have 
not been established. There is a need to m ake new estimates the emissions based on 
new available data.
Background
The Industrial Revolution caused significant changes in the global budgets o f 
many atm ospheric gases and particulates (W orld M eteorological Organization, 1994; 
Intergovernm ental Panel on Climate Change, 1992, 1995). Throughout the 4.5- 
billion year history o f  the Earth, the com position and chem istry o f  the atm osphere, as
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5well as the clim ate o f  our planet, have been shaped by the production o f atmospheric 
gases within the biosphere (Levine, 1995). There is scientific consensus that 
anthropogenic contributions o f  atmospheric gases and particulates have begun to tip a 
delicate balance, significantly increasing the amounts o f  certain trace species and 
particulates em issions in the atmosphere and with possible harmful effects on our 
climate (IPCC, 1992, Levine et al., 1995).
Industrialization, accompanied by an increase in fossil fuel com bustion and 
associated em issions, is increasingly im portant as a global source o f atm ospheric 
pollution. W orldw ide, com bustion o f coal, oil, and natural gas releases about 6 billion 
tons o f carbon into the atmosphere annually (IPCC, 1995). These em issions are fairly 
well docum ented. By contrast biomass burning, however, is not so well docum ented 
because a m uch larger fraction o f biomass burning is not well docum ented because 
people do not keep statistics on biomass burning activities.
Biom ass burning is an enormous and rapidly increasing source o f trace gases 
and particulates (Levine, 1995). The burning o f forests alone contributes 1-2 billion 
tons o f carbon dioxide annually to the atm osphere (Hao, 1990). Natural and human 
biomass burning contributes almost a third o f  the total global carbon dioxide emitted 
annually (Levine, 1995)
Some agricultural and pastoral practices com plement other sources o f 
pollution. N atural processes such as em issions from the oceans, biogenic em issions 
and windblown particulates are also major sources o f atmospheric gases and 
particulates. O f these sources, only biogenic emissions are relevant to the A frican 
continent because o f  Africa's vast savanna and tropical biom es, wet and dry seasons, 
and biom ass burning activities. In light o f  these rapid changes, the study o f emissions
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6on both regional and  global atmospheric chem istry is becom ing increasingly 
im portant.
The developed world is currently responsible for the greatest fraction o f 
gaseous em issions per capita. In 1995, 73% of the global C O 2  em issions cam e from 
anthropogenic activities in the developed countries (M arland et al., 1995). The United 
States o f A m erica, being the single most important source, accounted for 22%  o f the 
total, with carbon em issions per person now exceeding 5 tons per annum  (M arland et 
al., 1995).
Global Population Trends
Perhaps the m ajor factor affecting gas and particulate em issions is the increase 
in hum an population. As population levels rise, increasing pressures is placed on the 
environm ent by increased demands for food and im proved standards o f  living. Higher 
population levels lead to increased em issions o f gases.
Population levels and growth rates have increased trem endously over the last 
200  years, and these changes have been most acute in the developing regions, 
particularly A frica and Asia where annual growth rates exceed 2%. (L ashof and 
T irpak, 1990). W orld  population in the year 1 A.D was approxim ately 0.25 billion, it 
doubled by 1650 and doubled again by 1850 to roughly 1.1 billion. In 1930. world 
population was 2 billion and doubled by 1975. Rapid population growth is highest in 
developing nations, particularly on the African continent where many African 
countries continue to experience annual growth rates betw een 2 and 3% (L ashof and 
T irpak 1990). Forty-one African By the year 2020, w orld population is predicted to 
reach the 8 b illion  m ark (US Bureau o f Census, 1998; L ashof and Tirpak, 1990).
O ver the years, the time period in which global population has doubled has declined.
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7countries have a growth rate o f  2% or greater. Declining death rates and high birth  
rates are main factors contributing to higher growth rates in the tw entieth century.
Projections indicate that 90% o f  the world's population grow th will take 
place in the developing countries over the next few decades. Per capita energy use in 
the developing countries w hich is currently 1/10 to 1/20 of U.S level, is anticipated  to 
drastically increase (M arland et al., 1995). If current trends continue, em issions from 
developing countries will exceed those o f  the developed world before the m iddle o f 
the next century (De Castro and Rahm an, 1996).
Scenarios for future fossil fuel em issions are unclear. Population and 
econom ic growth, structural changes in econom ies, energy prices, technological 
advance, fossil fuel supplies, nuclear and renew able energy availability and rapid 
changes in the third world countries are am ong the factors which could strongly 
influence future levels o f  fossil fuel related em issions. Rapid changes, such as those 
in developing countries, now incorporated into all the scenarios, have im portant 
im plications for future fossil fuel carbon em issions.
Major Issues Relating to the Importance of Africa in Trace Gas Emissions
Africa has a large im pact on global atm ospheric chemistry, clim ate and 
atmospheric com position. A frica’s role in determ ining global budgets o f trace gas 
species is likely to increase because A frica is currently characterized by rich natural 
resources, rapidly increasing population, em erging industries, land use change 
accom panying population increases, a grow ing agricultural infrastructure, extensive 
biomass burning, rapid deforestation, and severe desertification and droughts. A frica 
is characterized by vast biogenic activity in both tropical and savanna biom es w ith  a
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8correspondingly large potential for biogenic emissions. Below is a b rie f discussion o f  
some o f the im portant factors affecting gaseous atmospheric em issions from Africa.
(1) Rapidly Increasing Population
A frica is experiencing rapid population growth. It is estim ated that by the year 
2020 over 1.2 billion people will be living in Africa an increase o f  50%  on the current
0.8 billion population (US Bureau o f  Census, 1998). M ost o f the grow th will be in 
sub-Saharan Africa. Statistics show that the human population grow th for Africa has 
increased from  2.3 % /yr in 1955 to 3 %/yr in 1997, and Africa has the highest 
fertility rates and population growth rates in the world today (L ashof and Tirpak,
1990 ). It is extrem ely im portant to assess and understand the spatial distribution and 
density o f  the population o f Africa in order to establish the basic com ponent o f the 
anthropogenic aspect o f  hum an-induced gaseous em issions and particulates.
(2) Emerging Industries and Increased Energy Demands
A frica is may undergo a trem endous econom ic boom w hich will inevitably be 
accom panied by rapid industrialization and increased energy dem and 
(IPCC 1995, UNEP, 1991). For exam ple, presently less than 30% o f urban 
households and 5% o f rural households have access to electricity in central Africa. 
With existing electrification program s, however, it is expected that 90%  o f urban 
households and 35% o f  rural households will be connected to the electrical grid by 
the year 2025 (De Castro and Rahm an, 1996). Higher energy dem and will result in a 
large increases in nitrogen oxides (N O x) emissions in Africa. This will increase 
ambient concentrations o f  NOx and regional levels o f acid deposition and 
tropospheric ozone.
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9(3) A Growing Agricultural Infrastructure
African agricultural and pastoral practices typically include annual or biennial 
burning o f  the savanna vegetation. As the population o f Africa increases, the 
continent is expected to undergo a tremendous boom in agricultural production to 
sustain the grow ing population. Higher fertilizer usage which will influence biogenic 
emissions and increased domestic animal population and recent environm ental 
conservation laws w ill result in growing populations o f African wild life.
(4) Prevalent Biomass Burning
Most o f A frica has a strongly seasonal climate, with hot, wet summers and 
warm dry winters. This clim ate promotes the growth o f  savanna type vegetation.
O ver two thirds o f  the world's savannas are located in Africa. A frican fires are 
suspected to account for nearly one third of the biomass burned in the tropics 
worldwide (Hao and Liu 1994). Even in the absence o f humans, natural savanna fires 
are common due to lightning and abundant dry vegetation in savannas. African people 
contribute to biom ass burning for several seasons: to clear vegetation to provide land 
for agricultural and grazing purposes, to control weeds, and to eliminate agricultural 
waste after harvest and for domestic purposes such as heating and cooking.
(5) Enhanced Biogenic Emissions
Soil biogenic em issions from the African continent are expected to double 
within the next 30 years due to increased fertilizer utilization and burning (Yienger 
and Levy, 1995). Presently global soil biogenic em issions are on the order o f 4-20 Tg 
N/yr. (Levy et al., 1991). M ost o f the soil biogenic emissions com e from tropical and
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savanna biomes and are stim ulated by burning and strongly seasonal wet and dry 
conditions, all o f  w hich are important in Africa.
(6) Deforestation in Africa
The world's forest and woodlands have been reduced about 15% since 1850, 
prim arily to accom m odate the expansion o f cultivated lands (W orld Resources 
Institute and International Institute for Environm ent and D evelopm ent, 1987). The 
largest changes in forest cover during this period have occurred in Africa, A sia and 
Latin America. Use o f  w ood as fuel also contributed to deforestation, particularly in 
Africa where wood is a m ajor source o f  residential energy (Policy Options for 
Stabilizing G lobal C lim ate, 1990)
Significant tropical deforestation began at the end o f  the last century and has 
dram atically increased in the last 30 years as a result o f population increases. In 
western Africa for exam ple, 70% of the forested area that existed at the beginning of 
the century has already been cleared. (Delm as et al., 1995 )
(7) Desertification in Africa
D esertification has becom e one o f  the most serious environm ental and socio­
econom ic problem s o f  Africa. The global assessm ent carried out by UNEP in 1990- 
1991 shows that desertification continues to spread and intensify. Desertification 
affects almost all o f the A frican countries, w ith about 55% o f  the total area o f  the 
continent affected (G rushevskii, 1989). M ore than 650 km ^ o f  productive land in 16 
countries o f the Sudan-Sahel zone have been converted into desert over the last 50 
years (M endez, 1981). A frica experiences frequent drought periods and has 
experienced some o f  the w orst drought seasons in last few decades.
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This study exam ines the im portance o f  Africa as a source o f regional and 
global atm ospheric gases and particulates. Chapter 2 provides estimates o f  em issions 
o f C O 2 , CH 4 , NOx front the fossil fuel consum ption in Africa. The results are 
presented on a country by country basis and com parison w ith world em issions is 
made. C hapter 3 presents the first regional and nadonal inventory o f estim ates o f  
gaseous and particulate emissions from biom ass burning in Africa. C hapter 4  presents 
results o f  biogenic soil N O x emissions for Africa com pared to the w hole world. 
Results are presented on a country-by-country basis and C x i 0 grids are provided for 
distribution o f  biom ass burning activities in Africa. C hapter 5 covers the relative 
im portance o f  the sources o f  gases and particulates in this study, in the form  o f 
relative contributions to the regional budget and an overall assessm ent o f  the 
im portance o f  A frica as a regional and global source o f  atmospheric gases and 
particulates.
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CHAPTER 2 
Fossil Fuel Related Emissions 
2.1. Introduction
African countries are experiencing rapid population growth w hich is expected  
to inevitably stim ulate econom ic expansion. A dditionally, these countries are 
experiencing a transition from an energy sector largely dominated by traditional 
biom ass fuels to increased use o f  fossil fuels caused by increasing energy dem ands 
(D e Castro and Rahm an 1996). The role o f em issions from fossil fuels and the 
industrial sector in affecting (i) global warming (ii) determ ining the global ox idizing 
pow er o f  the troposphere and (iii) influencing the chem ical and radiative 
properties/interactions o f the atm osphere is well recognized (Lashof and Tirpak, 
1990). The m ajority o f  fossil fuel em issions com e largely from the developed 
countries (in 1995, 73%  o f the total C 0 2  em issions from  anthropogenic activities 
cam e from the developed countries, with the United States o f A m erica constituting 
the single largest national source at 22%). Per capita energy use w hich is currently 
1/10 to 1/20 o f the USA level, will also increase (M arland et al., 1995). There are 
indications however, that em issions from developing countries will exceed those 
from  developed countries before the year 2035 (De Castro and Rahm an, 1996). An 
understanding o f the spatial and temporal distribution o f  these em issions in 
developing regions is therefore im portant in establishing the role and contribution to 
global em issions budgets o f  the developing world. The purpose o f this C hapter is to  
present a detailed study o f fossil fuel em issions in Africa.
In this Chapter, CO 2 , CH 4  emissions for Africa arising from fossil fuel 
com bustion, natural gas flaring, and N O \ emissions from electricity generation from  
fossil fuels for the base year 1994 are estimated and discussed. This is the first
12
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inventory o f fossil fuel related em issions for methane and a new im proved and 
expanded inventory o f fossil fuel carbon dioxide N O x em issions. 1994 was selected 
as the base year because it is the most recent year with the most com plete inventory o f 
statistics need to carry out the estim ation procedures. The first inventory on methane 
em issions from  the use o f fossil fuels in A frica for both national and regional 
em issions is presented. This chapter also presents the first expanded estim ates to 
include m ost o f A frica and establish an inventory based on more recent 
m ethodologies for the determ ination o f N O x em issions from  fossil fuel generation o f 
electricity. An inventory o f  carbon dioxide em issions in A frica has been attem pted 
based on recent statistics provided by the O rganization for Econom ic C ooperation and 
D evelopm ent (OECD) and the International Energy A gency (IEA), statistics on 
production and consum ption data together with process em ission factors. An analysis 
has been perform ed to establish w hether A frica is an em erging source o f  em issions 
from the use o f fossil fuels. Trends on fuel consum ption and the em issions o f gases 
have been established based on projections for the future levels of these em issions 
given. T he correlation o f em issions with G N P (impact o f  econom ic grow th on 
em issions), and correlation o f em issions w ith population (im pact o f  population on 
em issions in Africa) has been investigated.
Results for national, regional and global estim ates are presented. These 
estim ates are based on consum ption and process em ission factors. C O 2  em issions are 
com pared to those published by M arland (1995) which w ere calculated based on 
production data. The CH 4  and N O x em issions will are a new inventory.
Em issions for are also projected to the year 2020 under a "no further control" 
scenario. O ver the long term, carbon dioxide em issions are related to trends in 
econom ic activities, energy consum ption, and particulars o f  choice o f  fuel (EPA,
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1996). M ost end use carbon dioxide em issions com e from industries (m anufacturing, 
m ining, agriculture, fisheries, and forestry), transportation, residential, com m ercial, 
and electric utilities.
In recent years, considerable advances have been made in form ulating 
methods for estim ating the em issions o f  the m ajor gases from fossil fuel production 
and consum ption (M arland and Rotty, 1984; Rotty, 1987). In addition , three 
d im ensional global chem ical transport models (CTM 's have steadily  evolved  to 
provide a tool w ith w hich to synthesize the inform ation gathered from  fossil fuel 
em issions studies. N evertheless, significant gaps ex ist in our know ledge o f  the actual 
contributions from  A frica as a whole and from the individual countries. A t present it 
is generally accepted that em issions from Africa are minimal a t , -< 4 %  o f the global 
totals (M arland et al., 1995), but the concern is to understand future trends as African 
populations expand and  industrialization increases.
The goal o f  this chapter is to quantify the m agnitude o f  the em issions o f  
carbon dioxide (CC>2 ), m ethane (CH4 ), and nitric oxides (NOx) from  individual 
countries in A frica due to industrial sources. W e categorize fossil fuels by phase : 
solid, liquid and natural gas fossil fuels. Fuel types are defined so tha t each fuel unit 
is only counted once. T able 2.1 lists the different types o f  fossil fuels exam ined and 
categories.
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Table 2.1: Fossil Fuel Types by Phase Category.
Gases
N atural gas (dry)
Liquids Solids
crude oil anthracite
natural gas liquids coking  coal
gasoline o ther bitum en coal
je t kerosene sub bitum en coal
other kerosene lignite
gas/diesel oil peat
residual fuel oil bkb and patent fuel
LPG coke
ethane
naphtha
bitumen
lubricants
petroleum  coke
refinery feed stocks
other oil
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Carbon dioxide (CO2 ) is the most abundant gas from fossil fuel use and is an 
im portant greenhouse gas in the atm osphere. G lobal CO 2 em issions from fossil fuels 
are estim ated to be 6.0 G t C in 1990 com pared to 5.7 Gt C in 1987 (IPCC. 1990). 
H istorical trends show evidence o f  continued increases in fossil fuel related 
atm ospheric emissions (IPCC, 1995)
A nother im portant gas from  fossil fuel com bustion is methane (CH4 ) which 
accounts for -90%  o f natural gas production and consum ption. CH4  is introduced 
into the atm osphere due to leakage's from pipelines and venting o f natural gas from 
oil and gas wells representing 25 - 30 Tg C H 4  /  y r . However, the nature o f  this 
source m akes it difficult to estim ate how m uch this source contributes to the 
atm ospheric abundance o f  methane.
Large am ounts o f methane are trapped in coal reserves. The percentage o f  the CH4 
com ponent increases w ith age and depth o f the coal and is released to the atm osphere 
during m ining and processing/crushing o f  coal. G lobally the amount o f m ethane in 
coal is -0 .5 %  o f the mass o f coal extracted (L ashof and Tirpak, 1990). This source is 
estim ated to be 15-45 Tg CH 4/yr (Policy O ptions for Stabilizing Global C lim ate, 
1990). M ethane is the m ost abundant trace gas in the atm osphere that is active both 
radiatively and chem ically (Lashof and Tirpak, 1990).
N itrogen oxides NOx (N O x = NO + N O 2 ) are also produced in fossil fuel 
com bustion. These oxides play a m ajor role in determ ining the global oxidizing 
power o f  the troposphere (Levine, 1995, Y ienger and Levy, 1995)
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2.2 Data Sources and Scope
The data described here includes global, regional and national annual fossil 
fuel usage and corresponding gaseous em issions. Annual estim ates o f  CC>2 , CH 4 , and 
NOx for 1994 for the individual African countries and total for the region are 
provided. In addition, world estim ates have also been included to form a basis for 
com parison w ith African countries.
T he prim ary database used to estimate the amount o f  C O 2 , CH 4 , and N O x 
em itted  to the atmosphere from fossil fuel burning and gas flaring in A frica is the LEA 
statistics; Energy Statistics and balances o f  non-OECD countries, 1993-1994. 
(O rganization for Economic Cooperation and D evelopm ent). T hese statistics are 
published under the auspices o f  the International Energy A gency (IEA ), an 
autonom ous body established in Novem ber 1974 within the fram ew ork  o f  the 
O rganization for Economic Cooperation and D evelopm ent(O ECD ) to im plem ent 
in ternational energy program.
It is im perative for energy analysis purposes that a com prehensive 
presentation o f  basic statistics in original units such as tons o f  coal and kilowatt-hours 
o f electric ity  be given. The usefulness o f such basic data is considerably  im proved by 
expressing them  in a common energy unit suitable for uses such  as estim ation o f total 
energy supply, forecasting, and the study o f  substitution and conservation. The energy 
balance is a  presentation o f the basic supply and dem and data for all fuels in a m anner 
w hich show s the main fuels together but separately distinguished and expressed in a 
com m on energy unit. Both o f these characteristics will allow easy com parison o f  the 
contribution each fuel makes and the interrelationships through the conversion o f  one 
fuel into another
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The IEA/OECD publication provides basic energy statistics and balances for 
more than 100 non-OECD countries, including developing countries (all A frican 
countries), central and eastern European countries and the fo rm er USSR. The 
database also gives historical series for the years 1971 to 1994 and has a high level o f 
accuracy, reliability, and is com plete for all parts o f  the w orld. T he units are 
hom ogenous and consistent from  country to country. Production, im ports, exports, 
and consum ption o f  coal, oil, gas, and electricity are set out in o rig inal units for 
individual countries as well as for selected world regions.
As a result, the data from  the Energy Statistics and B alances o f  N on-O E C D  
countries and the Yearbooks o f  W orld Energy Statistics, pub lished  by the U nited 
N ations, w as accepted as the best available datasets and m eeting the best needs.
The Intergovernm ental Panel on Clim ate Change (IPC C ) guidelines for 
N ational G reenhouse Gas Inventories was approved by the Scien tific  A ssessm ent 
W orking G roup o f  the IPCC in September, 1994 and subsequently  adopted by the 
entire IPCC in November, 1994. The guidelines represent a first, substantial step  
tow ards the assem bly and dissem ination o f the m ethodologies needed  for inventory 
construction. These guidelines have also been adopted by the U nited  Nations 
Environm ent Program  (UNEP), the O rganization for Econom ic C o-operation and 
D evelopm ent (O ECD ), and the International Energy Agency (IE A ). The guidelines 
are sum m arized in a three volum e series, (1 )The G reenhouse G as Inventory R eporting 
Instructions, (2) The G reenhouse Gas Inventory W orkbook, and (3) The G reenhouse 
G as Inventory Reference M anual.
These books together provide the range o f  inform ation needed to plan, carry 
out and report results o f a national inventory using the IPCC system . The Reporting 
Instructions (V olum e I ) provides step-by-step directions for assem bling.
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docum enting, and transm itting com pleted national inventory data  consistently , 
regardless o f  the method used to produce the estim ates. The W orkbook  (V olum e 2) 
contains suggestions about planning and getting started on a national inventory where 
no such inventory is available. It also contains step-by-step instructions for 
calculating em issions o f carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and methane (C H 4 ), as well as some 
other trace gases (N 2O, N O \, C O , and others) from  six major source categories. The 
Reference M anual (Volume 3) provides a com pendium  of inform ation on m ethods for 
estim ation o f  em issions for a  b roader range o f  greenhouse gases and  a com plete list o f 
source types for each. It sum m arizes a range o f  possible m ethods for m any source 
types and provides sum m aries o f  the scientific basis for the inventory  m ethods 
recom m ended, and gives ex tensive references to the technical literature.
2.3 METHODOLOGY
T he m ethods used to estim ate energy related em issions in A frica are based on 
the P rocedures outlined by the IPCC. The Procedures are outlined in precise detail in 
the IPCC G reenhouse Gas Inventory, workbook. Volume 2 (1995).
2.3.1 CO2 from Energy in Africa
N ational, regional and total world em ission estimates w ere m ade based on 
am ounts o f  fuels used and the carbon content o f  fuels. The procedure used to com pute 
carbon d ioxide em issions follow s six steps:
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The em pirical relationships used to com pute em issions are o f  the form:
C O 2 em issions = AC x CF x CEF(j) x FCS(i) x FCO(i) x 44/12 (2-1)
w here : AC = A pparent consum ption (10^ tonnes o f  fuel for
liquids and solids ; toe for gas)
C F = Conversion factor (see table o f  factors to convert 
appropriately to TJ)
CEF(i) = Carbon em ission factor for fuel i. (t C/ TJ) 
FCS(i) = Fraction o f  carbon stored in fuel i.
FCO(i) = Fraction o f  carbon oxidized 
44/12 = M ass ratio o f  CO 2 /C (converts to actual carbon 
dioxide em issions in expressed in T g/ C O 2 )
Note: A pparent consum ption, this concept deals with apparent rather than 
actual consum ption because it tracks the consum ption o f fuels to an econom y with 
adjustm ents for net imports and stock exchanges in fuels. W hereas this procedure 
ensures that all o f  the carbon in fuels is accounted for, it does not produce actual 
consum ption by specific fuel or fuel product. In cases where exports exceed imports, 
it will produce negative numbers.
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Step i: Estimation of Apparent Fuel consumption
A pparent Consum ption (AC) =  P +  I -  E - I B - S C  (2-2)
where: P= Production
I = Im ports 
E= Exports
IB = International bunkers 
SC = S tock  change 
Step 2: Conversion to a Common Energy Unit
The com puted apparent consum ption is converted from  the orig inal units 
(either J, M J, GJ, toe, tonnes) to TJ (Terajoules), by m ultiplying by the relevant 
conversion factor ( CF).
step 3: Multiplying by Emission Factors to compute the carbon content
The apparent consum ption is converted  into carbon conten t by m ultiplying by 
a carbon em ission factor (CEF) for the fuel type. Table 2.2 lists carbon em ission 
factors for various fuel types.
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T able 2.2: C arbon  Em ission Factors (CEF) in tC /T J .
Fuel carbon Emission Factor (t ClT J) *
L iquid fossil 16.8 - 20.0
N atural gas 17.2
Solid  fossil 26.8 - 28.9
I. Source : IPC C  W orkbook, 1995
Step 4: Computing Amount of Carbon Stored
T he carbon content is m ultiplied by the fraction o f  carbon stored (FCS) for the
fuel type to g ive the total carbon stored. This calculation yields net carbon em issions.
T he values for FCS are listed in table 2.3.
T able 2.3: F raction  o f  carbon S tored (FCS) and Fraction o f Carbon O xidized (FCO)
for Fuel T ypes
fuel Carbon content Effective fraction o f  C
oxidized in yr o f  production
Solid  fossil 0 .746a±2% 0.982 ± 2 %
L iquid  fossil 0 .85a± l% 0.918 ± 3 %
N atural gas 0.0137b +2 % 0.98 ±  1%
N atural gas flaring 0.525c ±3% 1.0 ±  1%
a C arbon con ten t in tonnes o f carbon per ton fuel equivalent 
b C arbon con ten t in 10^ tonnes per thousand 101- J 
c C arbon con ten t in tonnes per 10^ fuel equivalent 
Source : IPCC W orkbook, 1995; and Trabalka. 1986
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Step 5: Correcting for Incomplete Combustion
T he net carbon em issions are m ultiplied by the fraction o f  carbon oxidized 
(Table 2.3) to yield actual carbon em issions.
Step 6: Conversion of the Oxidized Carbon to C 02 Emissions
T he actual carbon em issions are m ultiplied by 44/12 to find the total carbon 
dioxide ( C O 2 ) em itted from  fossil fuel com bustion. Final figures w ere expressed in 
m illion tonnes or Tg ( C 02)-
2.3.2 Estimating Methane Emissions.
Fossil fuel m ethane em issions originate from two sources, (1) coal mining and 
handling activities and (2) oil and natural gas activities. T hese energy sources are 
usually  referred to as fugitive sources to distinguish them  from com bustion sources.
Coal Mining and Handling Activities
T he procedure used to compute em issions from source 1, coal mining and 
handling activities is outlined below. This method is described in precise detail in the 
IPCC W orkbook for G reenhouse Gas Inventory, 1995):
The equation  for calculating CH4  em issions from this source is:
CH 4  Em issions (Gg) = CP x EF x C F  (2-3)
where: CP = Coal Production (lO ^t)
EF = Em ission Factor (m-^ CH 4 /  ton o f  coal)
CF = Conversion Factor (G g C H 4  /  10^ m^ CH4 )
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Step I: Estimating Methane Emissions from Coal Mining and Handling 
Activities
The am ount o f coal produced o r consumed by each country is expressed  in 
m illion tonnes and is consistent with the data used in the carbon dioxide m odule. An 
appropriate em ission factor is assigned for each mining activity in the each  countries 
inventory. An average value is assigned when the needed inform ation is not available 
for any country. Default values provided by the IPCC were also incorporated when 
necessary.
Step 2: Converting Methane Emissions in to Methane emissions in Gg
A conversion factor is used to convert methane em issions in to  methane 
em issions in Gg. The factor converts em issions in volume o f  methane to a weight 
m easure (Gg) using the density  of methane at 20 °C  and at a pressure o f  1 
atm osphere. The conversion factor is 0.67 Gg /  10^ m^. The methane em issions in 
m illions o f  cubic m were m ultiplied by the conversion factor to give m ethane 
em issions in Gg.
Oil and Natural Gas Activities
This category includes all em issions from production, processing, transport, 
and use o f oil and natural gas and from non-productive com bustion. It excludes use of 
oil and gas or derived fuel products to provide energy. The latter are considered  fuel 
com bustion and are treated in the com bustion section. This section does not include 
the em issions resulting from  natural gas flaring as this source. That is treated  
separately.
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The IPCC suggests three methods for estim ating  em issions from this source:
( 1) production-based average em ission factors approach, (2 ) mass balance approach, 
and (3) rigorous source-specific approach. M ethod 1 is used here because source o f 
African energy statistics are not detailed enough to allow  com putations from either 
method 2 or 3. The first method requires assem bling activity data (production, etc.) 
for the country, selecting em ission factors based on inform ation in the tables o f  
typical regional values (IPCC, 1995), and m ultiplying through to produce estim ates 
by m ajor sub category. Explanations o f  regions are provided in detail in the (IPCC 
G uidelines for Greenhouse Gas Inventory W orkbook, 1995).
The equation for calculating CH4  em issions from  this source 2 is:
C H 4  Emissions (Gg) = [(PA x E F ) /  10)6 ] (2-4)
w here: PA = data for oil o r  gas Production ( lO^t)
EF = Em ission F actor (K g/ PJ)
1()6 = Conversion F acto r to convert em issions from  Kg 
to Gg
Em ission Factors for methane from Oil and  G as A ctivities System s (K g/ PJ) 
used to estim ate em issions are presented in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4: R evised Em ission Factors for M ethane from O il and Gas Activities 
Systems (K g/ PJ) for the Rest o f  the W orld Category, U nder W hich A frica is 
Classified.
Source Type Basis Em ission Factor ( Kg/ PJ)
Oil and gas production
Fugitive and o ther routine oil produced 300- 5,000
m aintenance em issions
from  oil production
Fugitive and o ther Routine gas produced 44,000 - 96,000
m aintenance em issions
from  gas production
venting and flaring from  oil oil and gas produced no data (default- 3000,
and gas production -14,000 as for US and
C anada
oil produced no data (default - 1,000
-3000 as for W estern
Europe)
gas produced 175,000 - 209,000
Source: IPCC W orkbook, 1995
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Table 2.4: Continued.
Source T ype Basis Em ission Factor ( Kg/ PJ)
Crude oil transportation, storage and refining
Transportation oil tankered 
Refining oil refined 
Storage tanks oil refined
745
9 0 -  1,400 
20 - 250
N atural gas processing, transport and distribution
Em issions from gas produced 
processing, transm ission 
and distribution
288,000
gas consum ed 
Leakage at Industrial pow er non residential gas 
plants and pow er stations consumed 
Leakage in the residential residential gas consum ed 
and com m ercial sectors
118,000 
0 - 175,000
0 - 87,000
source IPCC W orkbook, 1995
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2.3.3 Estimation of NOx and CO2 Emissions from Fossil Fuel Generation of
Electricity
(C O 2 em issions from this source will not be counted separately as they were already 
included in module I for com bustion.)
There are no well docum ented methods for estim ating fossil fuel NOx related 
em issions. The m ethod that is used here is a m odification to suggestions from EPA 
[personal com m unication with Saifur Rahm an (1997)] and the works o f  De Castro 
and Rahman, 1996. D ata on electricity production is available for the m ajor electricity 
producing countries in A frica (22 countries). The general form ula used to com pute 
national and regional estim ates outline below:
N O x or CO2 Em issions = EP x CF1 x CF2 x EF( g) ( 2-5)
where: EP =  Electricity Production (GW h)
CF1 = Conversion Factor (converts to TJ o f  electricity 
produced)
CF2 = Conversion Factor (converts to M Btu)
EF = Emission factor for N Ox and C O 2  em( NOx and CO2 
em issions per KWh used to m ultiply coal, oil, and gas- 
fired generation in each country w ere based on US 
experience (Electric Pow er Research Institute (EPRI, 
1989)
1. Express national electricity production in GWh
2. Convert to TJ by m ultiplying by a conversion factor o f 3.6
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3. C onvert data to M Btu by m ultiplying by m ultiplying by a conversion factor
(947.8)
4. Estim ate NOx and C O 2 em issions by applying an em ission factor
5. C onvert Gg to Tg o f  em issions.
2.3.4 Estimation of Future Emissions 
For calculation o f  future em issions (years 2000, 2010, and  2020), a 
consum ption scenario based  on a no-further-control (NFC) assum ption was used. This 
means that no em issions controls w ere installed beyond those required  under existing 
law and that no fuel substitu tion m easures were installed to m inim ize atm ospheric 
em issions. The consum ption grow th is based on assum ptions o f  grow th in GNP, and 
population (van A adem ne e t al., 1997; Foel et al., 1995). This situation  is referred to 
as a "Rapidly Changing W orld" (RCW ) and it assum es that rap id  econom ic growth 
and structural change occurs while little attention if  given to the global environm ent. 
The m ethod used here follow s an em pirical relationship as follow s: Present 
Em issions per 10^ inhabitants and G NP per capita were com puted and then future 
em issions calculated based on population and G NP changes.
2.4 RESULTS
Results for C O 2  national totals from fossil fuel com bustion and em issions per 
1C)6 inhabitants, CH4  national totals from fossil fuel com bustion and em issions per 
10)6 inhabitants, and national totals for NOx em issions from  electricity  generation 
and em issions per 10^ inhabitants, are presented in Tables 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 
respectively. Figures 2 .1-2.17 show  graphics o f these data results from  this section.
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DISCUSSION 
CO2 Emissions from Fossil Fuel Combustion in Africa 
Total CO2 Emissions (Figure 2 . 1)
In 1994, the total C O 2 em issions from fossil fuel com bustion in Africa was
1617.1 Tg CO 2  (6±0.4%  global contribution). O f this total, 57±5%  cam e from liquid 
fuels. 34±4% from solid  fuels and 9±1% from  gas fuels. It is interesting to note that 
the m ajority, over 90%  o f  fossil fuel com bustion C O 2  in A frica cam e from the 
com bustion o f  liquid and  solid fuels.
Figure 2 .1 show s the greatest national contributors as South A frica (433±26 
Tg), Egypt (83±5 Tg), N igeria (57±3 Tg), and A lgeria (55±3 Tg). These countries are 
more industrialized than the other African countries and all have more developed 
transport sectors and industries.
Gas Flaring CO2 (Figure 2 .2 )
The results o f  C O 2 em issions from gas flaring (Figure 2.2) are highly 
speculative and this is explained under uncertainties and errors. H ow ever this source 
may have yielded an additional 23±5 Tg C O 2 for the year 1994, w ith nearly all gas 
flaring em issions com ing from Algeria (56±13% ), L ibya (18±4% ), G abon (14±3%), 
A ngola ( 11±3%), and C ongo ( l±0.2% ). These are the countries in A frica that are 
involved in natural gas production. The rest o f the A frican countries rely on imported 
natural gas to m eet their energy requirements from this fuel type. Em issions by fuel 
type are presented below : Figure 2.3 shows relative distributions o f carbon dioxide 
em issions by fuel type in the m ajor contributing countries
Liquid Fuel C O 2  (F igure 2.4)
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A ccording to these estimates the biggest national contributors o f  liquid fuel 
C O 2 em issions w ere, Egypt (20±2% ). South Africa ( 18±2%). N igeria ( I6± l %) ,  
Morocco! 7±0.6% ). A lgeria (7±0.6% ), and Libya (6±0.5% ). These countries together 
account for more than 75% o f C 0 2  em issions from the use o f  liquid fuels.
G as Fuel C O 2 (Figure 2.5)
For gas fuels, the greatest contributors were A lgeria (42±6% ), Egypt(27±4% ), 
Nigeria( 12±2%), L ibya (1 1±2%), and Tunisia (5±0.7% ). These results are consistent 
with the fact that these countries are the largest and alm ost the only producers o f  gas 
fuels in Africa.
Solid Fuel C O 2  (F igure 2.6)
For solid fuels. South Africa (92± 11%), M orocco( l± 0 .1%), Egypt ( l± 0 .1%), 
and A lgeria (0.5±0.06% ). South Africa is Africa's largest producer and consum er o f 
coal, and as a result it accounts for over 92%  o f CO 2 em issions from solid fuel use. In 
Africa, only South A frica and Zim babwe engage in extensive coal mining activities. 
The majority o f the Southern African D evelopm ent C ooperation Com m unity 
(SADCC) countries depend on these two countries for the ir solid fuel needs. The 
estimates o f  carbon dioxide for 1994 are in agreement w ith  those published by 
M arland (1995).
C H 4 Em issions from  Fossil Fuel C om bustion in Africa  
Total CH4 (Figure 2.7)
In 1994, the total CH4  em issions from fossil fuel com bustion in Africa was 
5+2 Tg C H 4  (4±1%  Global contribution). O f this total, 57±  19% cam e from liquid
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fuels, 3 7 ± 2 \9C from solid fuels and 6±29c from gas fuels. More than 999c o f fossil 
fuel com bustion CHq in A frica cam e from the com bustion o f gas and solid fuels. 
A ccording to these estim ates the biggest national contributors o f liquid fuel C O 2 
em issions (Figure 2.8- 2.10) w ere, Egypt, Algeria, South Africa , N igeria . Libya 
and Zim babw e. The geographical distribution o f these em issions is m ainly northern 
Africa, all the countries stretching from M orocco to Egypt (Figure 2.7) and the 
western A frican countries o f  N igeria and Gabon. The southern A frican belt 
com prising South Africa, Z im babw e, Zambia, M ozam bique and A ngola also make 
strong contributions. The contribution by Central and Eastern A frican nations is 
alm ost insignificant.
CH 4 Em issions by Fuel T ype
Figures 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 show  em issions from  liquid, gas and solid  fuels for 
methane em issions for 1994. Figure 2.11 shows relative distributions o f  methane 
em issions by fuel type in the m ajor contributing countries
Liquid fuel em issions are more concentrated in the northern A frican countries 
o f  A lgeria, L ibya and Egypt; the western African countries o f  N igeria, C am eroon and 
G abon and Congo; and South Africa. The spatial distribution o f these em issions 
follows an interesting pattern as shown in Figure 2.8. The spatial distribution o f 
natural gas em issions (Figure 2.9) falls in the same region as for liquid fuel em issions 
except for the inclusion o f  A ngola and M ozambique. Figure 2.10 show s the spatial 
distribution o f  solid fuel m ethane em issions. The m ajor contributors north o f  the 
equator are M orocco and N igeria. Southern Africa dom inates em issions from this fuel 
type with em issions concentrated in South Africa with relatively strong contributions 
from Zim babwe, Zam bia, and Zaire.
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NO\ Emissions from Fossil Fuel Generation of Electricity in Africa (Figure 2.12) 
In 1994, the total NOx em issions from fossil fuel generation o f  electricity  in 
Africa was 8 13±70 Gg NOx (4±0.3%  of the global contribution). A ccording to these 
estim ates the biggest national contributors in A frica (Figure 2.17) w ere. South A frica 
(60±5% ), Egypt ( I 4 ± l %) ,  A lgeria (7±0.6% ) and Libya (6±0.5% ). South A frica is 
Africa's m ost developed nation and produces and consum es the largest quantities o f  
electricity.
Trends in Fuel Use ( 1971-1994)
Trends in fossil fuel uses and resulting em issions are highlighted in F igures 2.13 
through 2.16 for gas, solid, liquid , and totals.
Gas
W ith the exception o f a  decline betw een 1980 and 1982, gas fuel consum ption in 
Africa (Figure 2.13) show ed an increase since 1971. CC>2 em issions decreased 
through the period 1980-1982 and Rotty and M arland, 1984, attributed this decline to 
econom ic factors. Em issions and consum ption have continued to increase since 1980. 
Gas fuel consum ption in A frica increased by a factor o f alm ost 18 during the period 
from 1971-1994.
Solid
Solid fuels show ed an increasing trend (Figure 2.14). B etw een 1971 and 1988, 
solid fuel consum ption increased by a factor o f three and decreased slightly  betw een 
1989 and 1990. Consum ption peaked again in 1991 and dropped in 1992 and it has 
increased since then. W hile this period shows an interesting pattern, it m ust be
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pointed that em issions during this period ranged only between 489  and 506 Tg CCb 
per year. Because o f such a narrow  range in em issions during the period 1988 to 
1992, African countries consum ed solid fuels at an alm ost constant yearly rate usage, 
this might be as a result o f  no expansion in production by the ch ie f coal producing 
countries. South A frica and Z im babw e. Solid fuels have increased by a factor o f 3 
betw een 1971 and 1994, show ing little change betw een 1988 and 1994.
Liquid
Liquid fuel consum ption fluctuates up and dow n follow ing no logical 
explanation (Figure 2.15). Consum ption and the corresponding em issions increased 
from  1971- 1973. The pattern show s a decrease in 1974, followed by a lager increase 
in  1977. There is a small drop in 1978, followed by another increase in 1979 and 
em issions then continue to decrease slowly up until about 1982. Em issions show a 
general increase pattern between 1982 and 1994 w ith  deviations around 1986 and 
again  another deviation in 1992. The 1990-1992 deviation trend coincides with the 
G u lf W ar when liquid fuel m arkets were rem arkably affected as a result o f Iraq/ 
K uw ait conflict.
Totals Trend (Figure 2.16)
Because liquid fuels currently  dom inate em issions o f CC>2 from fossil fuel use 
in A frica, they dictate the pattern o f  trends in total em issions.
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Future emissions:
The figure 2.17 show population trends in Africa (1995 - 2020). The statistics 
w ere supplied by the US Department o f C om m erce, Bureau o f Census.
Statistical estim ates for the years 200, 2010, and 2020 were calculated and 
plotted in Figure 2.18. Solid fuel consum ption is expected to rise and  natural gas 
em issions will show  a marked increase as well. Total CO 2 em issions will reach
9301.1 Tg CO2  by the year 2020. Liquid fuels will continue to dom inate em issions 
w hereas the sm allest increase will be in natural gas consum ption. D uring the period 
1995 to 2020, A frica's population will experience a decrease in average growth rate 
due to decreasing fertility rates. The increase in population and G N P will cause 
em issions to increase almost six fold during the sam e period. D uring the period from  
1994-2020 the N O x em issions were predicted to increase nearly six  fold to 4670 Gg 
NOx, and CH4  em issions were predicted to increase to about 28840 Gg CH4 .
R ising dem ands for energy production in the Southern A frican Developm ent 
C ooperation Com m unity (SADC) are currently  forcing southern A frican countries 
such as South A frica and Zimbabwe to enlarge their coal mining sector. The 
transportation sector o f  most southern A frican countries is expanding rapidly and the 
dem and for liquid fuels in the region is grow ing [Personal Com m unication with the 
M inistry o f  Energy and Transport, Zim babwe, (1997)].
T he above results illustrate that energy-related em issions in A frica unless 
severe econom ic conditions occur, are increasing w ill continue to grow  over the 
decades to come. Because the region is undergoing dynam ic changes, the future 
em issions are subject to a high degree o f  uncertainty and should be view ed sim ply as 
possible endpoints o f present-day practices. The actual em issions trajectory will 
change, and be low er if the region resorts to the use o f  more efficient cleaner fuels.
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im plem ents further control policies, and introduce energy saving programs. However, 
it is very inform ative to look m ore closely at these projections since they provide 
insight for future em issions in the region.
Emissions and Socio-Economic Factors
Tables 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 include data on em issions and Gross N ational Product 
per C apita(G N P) and em issions per million inhabitants for each  country. In general, 
there is a c lose association betw een em issions and GNP, with countries w ith high 
GNP per cap ita  also having large em issions, excep t for M auritania and Z im babw e, 
which have low  G NP per cap ita  and high em issions per m illion inhabitants.
Em issions norm alized by population presents a useful fram ework for 
discussion. T he A frica w ide-average for C O 2  em issions is 2 T g / million inhabitants 
(Table 2.5). South  Africa and L ibya show the highest values, 12 and 6  times higher 
than the A frica average, respectively (Figure 2.19). Only 11 countries in A frica have 
values at or above the average. In contrast, the rem aining 43 countries have em ission 
values below  the average.
The average for CH4  em issions is 7 G g / million inhabitants (Table 2.6). On 
this basis, A lgeria, Libya, Egypt, Z im babw e and Gabon have the highest values at 87, 
59, 53, 9, 5 and 3, respectively (Figure 2.23). Even though N igeria has high 
em issions, its value for em issions norm alized by population is only 2 because o f  the 
highest population, almost 114 million people. The rest o f  the countries al have values 
less than the average.
The average for NOx em issions from fossil fuel generation o f electricity is 1 
G g /  m illion inhabitants (Table 2 .7).South A frica, Libya, Tunisia, Egypt. A lgeria, 
Zim babwe. G abon and M orocco have the highest values at 14, 11, 2, 2, 1. I, and I
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respectively (F igure 2.26). The rem aining countries all have low er per capita NO* 
em issions. N O x em issions resulting from  fossil fuel electricity  generation per million 
people is highlighted in Figure 2.26.
These results also illustrate that grow th in G NP outpaces the growth in 
population in influencing em issions (Figures 2.19, 2.20. and 2.21).
2.5 Uncertainties and Errors
The nature o f  the com putations used here to estim ate em issions and the data 
sources warrants a careful analysis o f  the results. A large num ber o f  assum ptions and 
approxim ations are em bodied in these com putations but in nearly all cases the values 
are rather well constrained.
The global fossil fuel statistics presented by the IEA are consistent w ith 
num bers published elsew here (e.g. the UN) and represent the best efforts to bring 
together reliable data.
The m ost speculative num bers in the com putation are those that relate to how 
fuels are used and the rate at w hich they are oxidized. O ver 90%  o f  fuels are used for 
fuels that burn w ithin a short tim e o f  production and errors o f  only  a few percent o f  
total em issions are possible as a result o f  accounting inadequacies within the fraction 
rem aining unoxidized. The fraction not oxidized results from  both non fuel use and 
com bustion inefficiencies. The assum ption o f 98.5 with erro r 1 % oxidation 
effic iency  takes into account the fact that CO and most unburned o r partially oxidized 
hydrocarbons will soon be rapidly oxidized in the environm ent whereas soot will 
rem ain  unoxidized for long periods o f  time.
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D ata are not available to try to discern quantitatively the effect o f  changing 
nonfuel uses and increasing com bustion efficiencies in the growth o f  em issions. 
Tem poral variability and political changes also affect data.
There is sufficient data  on the com position o f  fuels that the m ean carbon 
content o f  fuels can be established with confidence. Errors in the procedures and 
com putations stem m ing from  carbon content or from the fraction oxidized are much 
sm aller than those from fuel data.
W ith  the present g lobal fuel data, error limits cannot be assigned with 
scientific precision, but rather the ±  values indicated represent the best subjective 
judgm ent for an  approxim ate 90 % confidence interval over distributions.
The estim ated overall uncertainty associated w ith C C b, CH4 , and  N O x,
em issions by the analysis below  is depicted in Table 2.8. This analysis suggests that 
the estim ates on  the global total em issions o f  CO2 from fossil fuels presented in Table
2.8  have an uncertainty o f  betw een 6 and 10%, excluding gas flared in the final 
com putation depending on how  one chooses to aggregate the uncertainties.
U ncertainties were calculated using the method o f  com bining uncertainties 
shown below
The overall uncertainty is calculated using the equation below:
U t=  ± V I (Ui)2 
where: Ut  = overall percentage uncertainty
is the uncertainty in the activity factors and em ission factors involved in 
the com putation o f  estim ates.
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Table 2.9: Uncertainties due to Emission Factors and Activity D ata
Uncertainty in the Factors Total
U ncertainty
Species Source
Category
Activity 
A pparent 
C onsum pti 
on *
Carbon 
Em ission 
Factor ~
Fraction o f  Fraction o f  
Carbon C arbon 
Stored in O xidized 4 
Fuel^
C O 2 Fossil Fuel 10 11 2 1 15
Gas
Fossil Fuel 8 2 1 3 9
Liquid
Fossil Fuel 11.2 I 2 2 12
Solids
Gas Flaring 20 10 3 1 23
A ctivity Em ission
Production Factor
C H 4 Fossil Fuel 10 37 38
Gas
Fossil Fuel 8 33 34
Liquid
Fossil Fuel 11.2 55 56
Solid
Electricity Emission
Production Factor
NOx Fossil Fuel 3 7 7.6 8
1. IE A /O E C D  Statistics, 1992.
2. IPCC, 1995
3. M arland and Rotty, 1994.
4. M arland and Rotty, 1994
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Table 2.9 continued.
U ncertainty (U) in the em issions from Total U ncertainty
Species G as fuel
Ua
Liquid fuel solid  fuel 
Ul U s
Ut * u t **
C O 2 15 9 12 6.6 10.4
C H 4 38 34 56 31 44
Total uncertainty:
* If uncertainties for the individual fuels are mutually independent 
U T = ± [ X ( f i V l  (Ui)2)2]l/2
**If uncertainties for the individual fuels are not independent
UT=±IfiVS (Ui)2
fi is em issions from  the i th fuel type divided by total 1994 em issions.
(fi gas = 0.15: fi liquid = 0.6; fi solid =  0.12)
The uncertainty in the value used for fuel produced is independent o f  the 
uncertainty in the estim ate for fraction oxidized and the estim ated carbon content. The 
uncertainty in the product o f  the individual terms is estim ated  by the square root of 
the sum  o f the squares o f  the uncertainty in each individual com ponent. However, in 
sum m ing the uncertainties for COo em issions from each fuel type to obtain an overall 
uncertainty for global C O 2 em issions independence is not assured. If the data for each 
fuel type w ere totally independent, the square root o f the sum  o f the squares would be 
the appropriate procedure and the estim ated uncertainty would be 6 .6  %. The 
estim ated uncertainty in the final em ission numbers o f  betw een 6  and 10% is based 
on a 90% confidence interval.
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The uncertainty o f 6 to 10% is applicable to CCb em issions for a given year.
but the uncertainty in the relative change from year to year is a d ifferen t problem. The 
uncertainties for CH4  are much higher because o f  higher uncertain ty  in the emission 
factors.
To reduce the uncertainty in the final result would require that the reliability 
(or confidence in) the fuel production data be substantially im proved. It is shown 
clearly in Table 2.9 that most o f  the uncertainty in calculating em issions from fossil 
fuels com es directly  from this source. Developing im proved confidence in the O ECD  
fuel statistics for even that small group o f countries that produce m ost o f  the w orld’s 
fuel, would require a m ajor effort. A lthough the estim ated uncertain ty  in the 
em issions is high, the trend o f increasing em issions from fossil fuels is firmly 
established.
SUMMARY
Estim ates o f  CO 2 , CPLj., N O x em issions for Africa arising from  fossil fuel 
com bustion, natural gas flaring, and from fossil fuel generation o f  electricity for the 
base year 1994 are estim ated and discussed. Historical trends in fossil fuel 
consum ption and related em issions for the years 1971-1994, and future emissions are 
projected to the year 2020 under a no further control scenario. The results for 
national, and regional estimates are presented and discussed and the global 
contribution is assessed. These estim ates are based on consum ption and process 
em ission factors. The new C O 2 estim ates o f  are com parable to those published by 
M arland (1995). T able 2. 10 presents an assessm ent o f  africa's contribution from 
fossil fuel source.
In 1994, the total C O 2 em issions from fossil fuel com bustion in Africa was
1617.1 Tg CO 2  (6±0.4%  global contribution). O f this total, 57±5%  cam e from liquid
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fuels, 34±4%  from solid fuels and 9±l%  from gas fuels. Gas flaring added an 
additional 235 Tg C O 2 . Em issions are dom inated by liquid and solid fuels. Em issions 
are expected to increase nearly six fold by to -  9301 Tg CC>2 ; -2 8 8 4 0  G g CH4 ; and 
-4 6 7 0  Gg NOx by the year 2020 (w ith very high uncertainties). A frica’s contribution 
to the global budget is expected to increase from 6±0.4 to nearly 9% by the year 2020 
for CO 2 em issions. CH4  em issions were 5±2 Tg CH4  (4±1%  global contribution) in 
A frica in 1994. NOx em issions from fossil fuel electricity generation in 1994 for 
A frica were 813+70 G g N O x (4+0.3%  global contribution). The following countries 
contributed for the m ajority o f  African em issions, A lgeria Libya, Angola, .South 
Africa, M orocco, and Egypt. As expected, high national em issions were directly 
linked to high GNP and higher population.
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Table 2.5: National CO2  production Totals From Fossil Fuel Combustion and
Emissions Per 10^ Inhabitants and Socio-economic Factors.
Fuel Phase
G as Liquid solid Total T g / 106  U 
Inhabitants
Country Tg CO2
South Africa 3 .2 53 377 433 12
Egypt 22 58 4 84 2
Nigeria 9 47 0.3 57 5
Algeria 33 20 2 .0 55 2
Libya 8 18 0 .0 27 6
M orocco 0 .0 4 20 6 26 1
Zimbabwe 0 .0 0 15 15 2
Tunisia 4 .0 10 0 .0 14 2
K enya 0 .0 6 0.3 7 0
Sudan 0 .0 5 0 .0 5 0
Zaire 0 .0 4 0.4 4 0
Ivory Coast 0 .0 4 0 .0 4 0
Mauritania 0 .2 2.7 0.1 3 2
Ethiopia 0 .0 2.9 0 .0 3 0
Senegal 0 .0 2.8 0 .0 3 0
Angola 0.3 2.4 0 .0 3 0
G hana 0 .0 2.7 0.01 3 0
G abon 0.1 2.6 0 .0 3 2
Cam eroon 0 .0 2.6 0 .0 3 0
Zambia 0 .0 1.5 1.1 3 0
Congo 0 .01 2.4 0 .2 3 I
Botswana 0 .0 2.3 0 .0 2 2
Mozambique 0.3 1.2 0.05 2 0
M adagascar 0.1 1.3 0 .0 L 4 0
Benin 0 .0 1.1 0 .0 1.1 0
Uganda 0 .0 1.1 0 .0 1.1 0
Other Africa -0 .6 18 0 18 _
Total Africa 142 927 547 1617 2
W orld Total 3575 9299 12111 24984 4
U ncertainty in fuel estimates is: gas = 15 %; liquid = 9 %; solid = 12 % 
Total uncertainty is 6 - 10%
{Other Africa: Burkina Faso, Burundi, Central African Republic, Chad, D jibouti, 
Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Gambia, the, Guinea, G uinea-Bissau, Lesotho, Liberia, 
M alaw i, M ali, Namibia, N iger, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Som alia, Swaziland, Tanzania, 
United Republic, Togo, W estern Sahara}
Note: N egative values occur when exports exceed production and imports
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Table 2.5 Continued.
Tg CO2 /  106 E m issions/G N P
Inhabitants (Tg C O 2 , per B illion US $)
South Africa 12 5
Egypt 2 3
N igeria 5 19
Algeria 2 1
Libya 6 1
Morocco 1 1
Zimbabwe 2 2
Tunisia 2 1
K enya 0 1
Sudan 0 0
Zaire 0 0
Ivory Coast 0 0
Mauritania 2 3
Ethiopia 0 0
Senegal 0 1
Angola 0 0
G hana 0 0
G abon 2 1
Cameroon 0 0
Zambia 0 1
C ongo 1 1
Botswana 2 1
Mozambique 0 2
Madagascar 0 0
Benin 0 1
U ganda 0 0
Other Africa 0
Total Africa 2 5
W orld Total 4 -
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Table 2.6: CH4  National Totals From Fossil Fuel Combustion and Emissions Per 10^
Inhabitants and Socio-economic Factors.
C ountry Fuel Phase
G as1 Liqiid^
G g CH 4
Solid -3 Total4
Algeria 2137 0.15 0 2137
South Africa 71 0 .0 2 1771 1842
Egypt 483 0.13 0 483
Libya 257 0.18 0 258
N igeria 206 0.26 1 208
Zim babwe 0 0 .0 0 50 50
Tunisia 8 0.001 0 8
M orocco 1 0.000 6 7
Angola 6 0 .000 0 6
Mozambique 6 0 .000 0 6
Zambia 0 0.000 4 4
G abon 3 0 .04 0 3
Zaire 0 0.004 1 1
C ongo 0.2 0.024 0 0.2
Cam eroon 0 0.015 0 0.02
Benin 0 0.001 0 0.001
Ivory Coast 0 0.001 0 0.001
Other Africa 0 0.001 12 12
Total Africa 3178 1 1843 5023
W orld Total 79791 9 40780 120580
{Other Africa: Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Central African Republic, C had, 
D jibouti, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea,, Ethiopia, Gambia, The, G hana, Guinea, G uinea- 
B issau, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, M adagascar, M alawi, Mali, M auritania, N am ibia, 
N iger, Rwanda, Senegal, S ierra Leone, Som alia, Sudan, Sw aziland, Tanzania, United 
Republic, Togo, Uganda, W estern Sahara}
1. Uncertainty in gas fuel estim ates is 38 %
2. Uncertainty in liquid fuel estim ates is 34 %
3. Uncertainty in solid fuel estim ates is 56 %
4. Uncertainty in total fuel estim ates is 31-44 %
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Table 2.6 Continued.
Country Gg CH4 /IO6  Em ission/G NP
inhabitants (G g CH4 , per Billion US $)
Algeria 87 40
South Africa 53 21
Egypt 9 15
Libya 59 10
Nigeria 2 7
Zimbabwe 5 8
Tunisia 1 1
Morocco 0 0
Angola 1 1
Mozambique 0 6
Zambia 0 1
G abon 3 I
Zaire 0 0
Congo 0 0
Cameroon 0 0
Benin 0 0
Ivory Coast 0 0
Other Africa _ 0
Total Africa 7 13
W orld Total 21 “
{ Other Africa: Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Central African Republic, Chad, 
Djibouti, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea,, Ethiopia, Gambia, The, Ghana, Guinea, G uinea- 
Bissau, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, M adagascar, M alawi, Mali, M auritania, Namibia, 
N iger, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Som alia, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, United 
Republic, Togo, Uganda, W estern Sahara}
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Table 2.7: National Totals for NOx Emissions from Electricity Generation and
Emissions Per 10^ Inhabitants and Socio-economic Factors
Country G g N O x G g NOx/ 106 inhabitants Em ission/G NP
(G g N Ox, per
_______________________________________________________________________ Billion US $)
South Africa 484 14 5
Egypt 115 2 4
Algeria 54 2 1
Libya 49 11 2
M orocco 28 1 1
Nigeria 27 0 1
Tunisia 18 2 2
Zimbabwe 14 1 0
Ivory Coast 4 0 0
Senegal 3 0 0
Mozambique 1 0 0
G abon 0 .6 1 0
Kenya 0 .6 0 0
Sudan 0.4 0 0
Zaire 0.3 0 0
Ethiopia 0.25 0 0
Cam eroon 0 .2 0 0
Angola 0.16 0 0
Zambia 0.11 0 0
G hana 0 .1 0 0 0
Tanzania, United Republic 0.07 0 0
Congo 0.02 0 0
Benin 0.02 0 0
Other Africa 15 0
Total Africa 813 1 2
W orld Total 21737 4 -
(Estimates have an uncertainty o f  8%)
{O ther Africa: Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Central A frican Republic, Chad, 
Djibouti, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, G am bia, The, Guinea, G uinea-Bissau, Lesotho, 
Liberia, M adagascar, M alawi, M ali, M auritania, Namibia, Niger, Rwanda, Sierra 
Leone, Somalia, Swaziland, Togo, Uganda, W estern Sahara}
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Table 2.8: Demographic Data for Africa (Source; GIS W orld Demographic Tables)
C ountry_______________
Algeria
Angola
Benin
B otsw ana
B urkina Faso
Burundi
Cam eroon
Central African Republic
Chad
C ongo
Djibouti
Egypt
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Ethiopia
G abon
G am bia, The
G hana
G uinea
G uinea-B issau
Ivory C oast
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
M adagascar
Malawi
Mali
M auritania
M orocco
Mozambique
Nam ibia
N iger
Nigeria
Population Pop Grw rate
24453010 2.90
9694001 0 .0 0
4593000 3.19
1217000 3.09
8776001 2.74
5299000 3.05
11554000 3.25
2951000 2.82
5537000 2.54
2208000 3.17
409700 4.03
51390000 2.42
344000 2.35
3300000 3.13
53400000 3.20
1105000 2.57
848000 3.11
14425000 3.15
5547000 2.67
960000 2.11
11713000 4.26
23277010 3.64
1722000 2.71
2475000 2.83
4395000 3.47
11174000 2 .86
8230001 3.34
8212001 2.83
1954000 2.49
24567010 2.50
15357000 2.73
1300000 3.20
7479001 3.03
113665000 3.22
Pop by 2000 Popdensity
33488943 26.60
9694001 20.15
6487990 105.62
1700875 5.41
11814948 82.91
7374318 493 .16
16425667 62.94
4007031 12.28
7296271 11.16
3112338 16.73
632718 45 .74
66851491 132.92
444144 31.75
4631792 91.25
75512339 125.62
1460784 10.70
1187693 194.35
20289781 156.62
7412033 58.43
1207875 68.84
18533740 94.07
34492815 103.89
2310857 146.96
3364289 57.55
6396137 6.48
15237733 49.29
11812801 179.90
11162646 17.15
2561067 4.95
32234046 142.50
20652686 49.62
1838315 4.09
10385903 15.28
161075377 318.67
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Table 2.8 Continued.
Country____________________ Population Pop G rw  rate Pop by 2000 Popdensity
Rw anda 6893000 3.50 10063571 677.78
Senegal 7211000 3.03 10013737 94.95
Sierra Leone 4040000 2.56 5335062 145.84
Somalia 6089000 3.12 8537248 24.73
South Africa 34925010 2.70 46817844 74.07
Sudan 24423010 2 .6 8 32669587 25.25
Swaziland 761000 3.48 1108677 113.55
Tanzania, United Republic 25627010 3.57 37693952 70.24
Togo 3507000 3.66 5207856 159.93
Tunisia 7988001 2.33 10291313 126.44
U ganda 16772000 3.40 24227621 184.15
W estern Sahara 179000 - - 1.74
Zaire 34442000 3.17 48548531 38.02
Zambia 7837001 3.66 11637860 26.96
Zimbabwe 9567001 2.80 12962837 63.43
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Table 2.8 Continued.
Country Birth
Rate
Death
Rate
Fertility Life
Expectancy
GNP
Per
Capita
Algeria 36.5 7.7 5.27 64.77 2220
Angola 47 .0 19.6 6.45 45.31 610
Benin 46.3 15.1 6.33 50.84 380
Botswana 36.9 6.5 4.98 67.15 1600
Burkina Faso 4 7 .0 18.0 6.50 47.62 320
Burundi 46 .5 15.7 6.80 49.27 220
Cameroon 
Central African
44 .0 12.4 6.41 56.72 1000
Republic 41 .9 15.0 5.68 50.47 390
Chad 4 4 .0 19.0 5.94 46.35 190
Congo 47 .2 15.0 6.47 53.50 940
Djibouti 46.1 17.0 6.60 47.90 1000
Egypt 33.2 8.7 4.46 63.01 630
Equatorial Guinea 41 .6 19.2 5.50 46.34 390
Eritrea 50.5 19.2 7.50 47.62 -
Ethiopia 4 5 .0 14.0 6.90 51.50 130
Gabon 41.5 15.4 5.57 52.92 2960
Gambia, The 47.8 20.4 6.50 43.95 240
Ghana 44.8 12.9 6.23 54.45 390
Guinea 47.9 22.1 6.50 43.01 430
Guinea-Bissau 45 .4 24*0 6 .00 39.75 180
Ivory Coast 49 .4 13.8 7.28 52.92 790
Kenya 46.1 10.5 6.77 59.01 370
Lesotho 40.3 12.3 5.63 56.16 470
Liberia 44 .2 16.0 6.33 50.31 500
Libya 43.5 8.7 6.74 61.65 5800
Madagascar 42 .7 15.3 5.93 50.67 230
Malawi 54.0 19.4 7.60 47.40 180
Mali 50.1 19.0 7.02 47.64 270
Mauritania 47 .4 19.0 6.50 46.39 490
Morocco 34.9 9.2 4.66 61.32 880
Mozambique 45.6 17.2 6.37 48.60 80
Namibia 42.8 11.6 5.92 57.14 1120
Niger 51.2 19.9 7.14 45.10 290
Nigeria 46.7 14.9 6.55 51.14 250
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Table 2.8 Continued.
Country Birth Death Fertility Life G N P
Rate Rate Expectancy Per
Capita
Rwanda 53.6 17.8 8 .00 48.97 320
Senegal 45.1 15.8 6.50 48.06 650
Sierra Leone 47.3 22.3 6.50 42.08 220
Somalia 48 .4 18.4 6.77 47.53 150
South Africa 34.5 9.6 4.35 61.30 2530
Sudan 43.4 15.4 6.30 50.23 470
Swaziland 45.5 12.0 6.33 56.07 900
Tanzania, United
Republic 47.7 13.1 6.67 53.68 120
Togo 48.9 14.1 6.63 53.53 390
Tunisia 30.4 7.0 4.00 66.21 1260
Uganda 50.9 16.4 7.30 48.62 160
W estern Sahara - - - - -
Zaire 44.4 13.7 5.99 52.49 260
Zambia 48.9 12.6 6.65 53.71 390
Zimbabwe 37.5 7.3 5.12 63.42 650
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Table 2. 10: An A ssessm ent o f  Africa's Contribution from  Fossil Fuel Source
Species % Contribution % Contribution to the Global Total
to the Global All Anthropogenic Emissions
Fossil Fuel Budget
Budget 1994________________________________
Tg species/ yr 1994 2020*
C 0 2 1617± 97 6 ± 0 .4 5 ± 0 .3 9 ± 0 .5
C H 4 5 ±  2 4 ±  1.2 2 ± 0.6 2 ± 0.6
N O x 0 .8 1± 0.07 4 + 0.3 1 ±  0.08 2  ± 0 .1 6
* The uncertainty is com puted assuming fuel am ount is known. Actual uncertainty 
could be much higher for future em issions
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Tg Carbon Dioxide 
0
0 -1.505 
1.505-3.125 
3 .125-6.574 
6.574 - 26.664 
26.664 - 83.724 
83.724 - 433.078
Figure 2.1: Total Carbon Dioxide Emissions from the Use of 
Fossil Fuels in Africa: 1994
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Tg Carbon Dioxide 
0
0-0 .169  
0.169-2.46 
2 .46-4.158 
4.158-13.215
Figure 2.2: Carbon Dioxide Emissions from Gas 
Flaring in Africa: 1994
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Fossil fuel types 
Liquid 
■ i  Solid 
G as
Figure 2.3: Fossil fuel types and relative contributions to 
Carbon dioxide emissions in African countries: 1994
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Tg Carbon Dioxide 
f-1^  Insignificant 
0 -1.496 
1.496 - 3.842 
3.842 - 6.241 
6.241 -10.277 
10.277-20.623 
20.623 - 57.803
Figure 2.4: Carbon Dioxide Emissions from the Use of Liquid 
Fossil Fuel in Africa: 1994
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0 - 0.039
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0.145-0.234 
0.234 - 0.289 
0.289-4.019 
4.019-9.248 
9.248-33.139
Figure 2.5: Carbon Dioxide Emissions from the Use of 
Gaseous Fossil Fuels in Africa: 1994
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Tg Carbon Dioxide 
0-0 .123  
0.123-0.384  
0.384-1.061 
1.061 - 2.044 
2.044 - 5.829 
5.829 -14.747  
14.747 - 376.97
Figure 2.6: Carbon Dioxide Emissions from the Use of 
Solid Fossil Fuels in Africa: 1994
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Gg Methane
I  0 - 0.908 4
H  0.908 -3 .618  4
M  3.618 -8 .005  
■ ■  8.005 - 49.748 
■ ■  49.748 - 257.548 
H  257.548-482.719 
■ ■  482.719 - 2136.847
Figure 2.7: Total Regional Methane Emissions from the 
Use of Fossil Fuels in Africa: 1994
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Gg M ethane
I 1 0 - 0.004
H i 0.004 - 0.024 
H I  0.024 - 0.041 
H i 0.041 -0.178  
H i 0.178-0.255
Figure 2.8: Emissions of Methane from the Use of Liquid 
Lossil Fuels in Africa: 1994
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Gg Methane
|----- 1 0 -0 .8 7 4
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m m  8.004 - 70.932 
H  70.932 - 257.37 
■ ■  257.37 - 482.59 
H  482.59 -2 1 3 6 .7
Figure 2.9: Emissions of Methane from the Use of 
Natural Gas Fossil Fuel in Africa: 1994
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Gg M ethane \
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Figure 2.10: Emissions of Methane from the Use of Solid Fossil 
Fuels in Africa: 1994
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Figure 2.11: Partitioning by Fuel Phase for Total Fossil fuel 
Methane Emissions in Africa: 1994
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Figure 2.12: Emissions of NOxfrom Fossil Fuel Generation of 
Electricity in Africa: 1994
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Figure 2.13: CO, Emissions from Consumption 
of Natural Gas Fuel in Africa: 
1970-1995
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Figure 2.14: CO, emissions from consumption
of solid fuels in Africa 
1970 - 1995
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F igu re 2 .15: C O , E m ission s from  the C o n su m p tio n
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Figure 2.16: Trends of Total fossil Fuel CO,
Emissions for Africa 
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Figure 2.17: Population Trends in Africa: 1990-2020
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Figure 2.18: CO, Emissions from Fossil
Fuel Consumption in Africa under 
a No- Further Control Scenario 
(Procedure by Foell, 1995)
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Average Emissions Per Million People: 1 dot=0.03Tg
Figure 2.19: Total Fossil fuel Carbon Dioxide Emissions in Africa 
(Normalized by Population): 1994
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Average Emisions Per GNPper Capita 
. 1 Dot = 0.0003
Figure 2.20: Average Total fossil fuel C02 Emissions Normalized 
by GNP Per Capita in Africa: 1994
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Average Emissions: 1 dot =0.2 Tg
Figure 2.21: Total Carbon Dioxide Emissions from the Use 
Fossil Fuels in Africa (Normalized by None): 1994
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BIOMASS BURNING IN AFRICA 
3.1 Introduction
A frica is experiencing rapid population grow th w hich is expected to increase 
the extent o f  biom ass burning in frequency and scale. R ecent studies have suggested  
that A frica may m ake the largest continental contribution o f  gaseous and particulate 
em issions due to biom ass burning (A ndreae e t al., 1996, Levine et al., 1995: and 
Scholes 1995). B urning produces agents fo r depletion o f  ozone layer, and contributes 
to global w arm ing, deforestation, acid precipitation, and production  o f  chem ically  and 
radiatively active species- carbon dioxide, m ethane, nitric ox ide, tropospheric ozone, 
m ethyl chloride and elem ental carbon particulates (Levine e t al.. 1995). F o r these 
reasons, sm oke aerosols are likely to have a  noticeable im pact on atm ospheric 
chem istry , surface tem peratures and hydrological processes over Africa, particularly  
in the dry season.
T he goal o f  this chapter is to p resen t the first regional and national inventory 
o f  estim ates o f  gaseous and particulate em issions from A frica. G ases o f  in terest 
show n to be im portant com ponents o f  A frican fires (C ofer e t al., 1995) include carbon 
dioxide (C O 2 ), carbon m onoxide (CO), m ethane (CH4 ), m ethyl chloride (C H 3CI), 
m ethyl brom ide (C H 3 Br), oxides o f n itrogen (N Ox), non-m ethane hydrocarbons 
(N M H C S ), sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ), am m onia (N H 3 ), total particulate m atter (TPM ), 
particles<  2.5 pm , and  carbon particles. T h is inventory has a T x l 3 latitude/longitude 
spatial resolution o f  biom ass burning activ ity  in Africa and provides estim ates o f 
em issions on a country-by-country basis. Em issions are calcu la ted  based on biom ass 
burning data from H ao and Liu (1994). D M SP fire d istribution data for 1986-87. and 
em ission factors based on a series o f field cam paigns and laboratory m easurem ents. 
A frica's contribution to global biomass burning em issions is included in the
74
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assessm ent. The results are com pared with previous estim ates for continental 
em issions. The history and possible future trends o f  these em issions will also be 
discussed.
3.2 Background
Biom ass burning is the burning o f  the w orld's vegetation and encom passes a 
w ide range o f  burning phenom ena. Forests, savannas, and agricultural lands are som e 
o f  the m ost affected ecosystem s (Levine, 1995; C ahoon et al., 1996). Reasons for 
burning include clearing land and changing land use and clearing o f  vegetation to 
provide land for agricultural and grazing purposes ( G ranier et al., 1996). In addition, 
fire is used to control weeds, and to elim inate agricultural w aste after harvest. 
M oreover, shifting agricultural practices are carried ou t in m any third world 
countries. For exam ple, in Zam bia, the Chitem ene practice, in w hich the fields are set 
ablaze at the end o f  the harvest season to eliminate stubble and agricultural waste, is 
w idespread. M any fires are started  every day which consum e biom ass m atter for 
dom estic heating and cooking.
M ost biom ass burning in the w orld takes place in savannas and nearly 66% o f 
the w orld's savannas are located in Africa, so that A frica is referred to as the "Bum 
Center" o f the planet (Levine et al., 1995). The term  savanna refers to tropical and 
subtropical vegetation form ations w ith a predom inantly continuous grass cover, 
occasionally interrupted by trees and  shrubs (Intergovernm ental Panel on Climate 
C hange, 1995). These form ations exist in Africa, Latin A m erica, Asia, and Australia. 
T he grow th o f  vegetation in savannas is controlled by alternating wet and dry seasons 
because most o f the grow th occurs during the wet season whereas m an-m ade and/ o r 
natural fires are frequent and generally occur during the dry season. Fires have
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historically been a prevalent phenom enon on the African continent. Early Portuguese 
explorers to southern A frica in the fifteenth century called the interior o f  South Africa 
" tera dos Fum os"- the land o f sm oke and fire (Trollope, 1996).
Africa's capacity to support fire stem s from the fact that clim atic factors are 
the driving force o f  fire ecology. N aturally induced fires from lightning are frequent 
on the continent because A frica is highly prone to lightning storm s. In addition 
anthropogenic activities enhance fire potential from the natural clim atically induced 
extrem es in wet periods. Thus fires can bum  the plant fuels during the dry season that 
have been produced and accum ulated during the w et season (Trollope, 1996). These 
clim atic conditions are characteristic o f  the savannas o f  southern A frica, which 
receive a strictly sum m er rainfall followed by an extended dry w inter period.
D uring the dry season, hum an induced vegetation fires are prevalent in the 
equatorial regions. Large areas are burned every year in South A m erica and Africa 
(K onzelm ann e t al., 1996;). O f all the continents, ju st as is the case w ith savanna, 
A frica has the greatest area in the tropics characterized by extensive fires that 
constitute the single largest source o f  biom ass em issions worldwide (Levine et al., 
1992; Crutzen et al., 1979). About 20% o f Africa is hum id savannas and nearly 15% 
is arid savannas (Hao et al., 1990). Recent estim ates show  that the biom ass burned 
every year in A frica is about 390 million tonnes o f  dry m atter for forest and 2430 
m illion tonnes for savannas (A ndreae et al., 1992). O ther studies give the total figure 
o f 2500 m illion tonnes (H ao and Liu, 1990), w hich represents alm ost 60%  o f the 
world's biom ass burning. M ore than 7.5 million square kilometers o f  savanna area are 
consum ed in fires annually (Hao et al., 1990). As a result, Africa is thought to be the 
w orld's leading contributor to pollution originating from the burning o f vegetation 
(H ao et al., 1990; Cachier, 1992).
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G lobally, it is estim ated that approxim ately 6 6 % o f the vegetation burned 
during the I980 's occurred in tropical A frica (W orld Resources Institute (W RI), 
1990). A pproxim ately 85%  of biom ass is associated w ith the burning o f  more than 
440  x 10^ ha o f  grassland savannas and  savanna w oodlands (H ao et al., 1990). The 
frequency o f burn ing  varies considerably in Africa depending on ecosystem  type 
(H ao et al., 1996)
Available evidence increasingly indicates that biom ass burning in its various 
form s represents a  m ajor perturbation o f  atm ospheric chem istry, com parable in 
m agnitude to the effects o f  fossil fuel com bustion (Crutzen and A ndreae, 1990 ). It 
has been suggested that large scale biom ass burning in both tropical and savanna 
A frica will contribu te to the pollution o f  both the regional and global atm osphere 
large quantities o f  C O 2 , O 3 , NOx, C H 3 CI and CH3B r (H ao et al., 1996; Brocard et 
al., 1996; Piketh et al., 1996 Zepp et al., 1996). Rem ote sensing by satellites has 
revealed high concentrations o f  ozone and carbon m onoxide in the inter-tropical area 
over the A frican continent, and over the Atlantic ocean area under the trade w inds 
[(Zenker et al., 1996; Fishm an et al., 1991, 1990; Thom pson, 1996; Tyson et al., 
1996). Experim ents carried out as part o f  the Dynam ics and C hem istry o f  the 
A tm osphere in Equatorial Forest [D ECA FE] program show ed strongly acidic 
precipitation (Lacaux et al., 1991) and high ozone and hydrocarbon concentrations 
(C ross et al., 1992, 1996). Acid deposition to the A frican equatorial forest o f 0.74 kg 
H + h a 'l  y r 'l ,  w ith a biom ass contribution o f  80%, is h igher than that o f  the Eastern 
U nited States w ith 0.67 kg H+ha‘ l y r^ (L acau x  et al., 1996).
African savanna fires, largely hum an initiated, have been show n to have a 
significant im pact on the dow nw ard surface short-wave irradiance on a regional scale 
through aerosols (K onzelm ann et al., 1996; Cachier et al.; Ballentine et al.; 1996;
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LeC anut et al., 1996). B iom ass burning may thus directly affect the radiation budget 
o f  the planet. Savanna fires release large am ounts o f  particles into the atm osphere, 
leading to causes an increased aerosol optical depth (LeCanut et al., 1996). These 
findings are indicative o f  pollution ascribed to fires on the African continent.
Biom ass burning is currently considered to be the most dom inant 
anthropogenic perturbation to atm ospheric chem istry in the tropics, w here nearly 80% 
o f  g lobal burning takes place (Seiler and C rutzen, 1980). Savanna fires are estim ated 
to contribu te about 50-67%  o f  tropical biom ass fire em issions (G oldam m er, 1990; 
H ao and Liu 1994). B ecause alm ost tw o-thirds o f  the world’s savanna biom e is 
located  in Africa, the im portance o f  understanding savanna burning in A frica is 
apparent.
The South African F ire-A tm osphere R esearch Initiative (SA FA RI) was 
undertaken  to assess the relationships betw een fires and savanna ecology, to 
characterize em issions from  A frican savannas, and to study the transport o f  pyrogenic 
em issions across the subcontinent and adjacent oceanic areas. SA FA R I represents the 
A frican  com ponent o f  the Southern Tropical A tlantic Regional Experim ent (STA RE), 
sponsored  by the International G eosphere-B iosphere Program (IG B P)/ International 
G lobal A tm ospheric Chem istry Program  (IG AC) ( Lindesaay et al., 1996). The first 
ST A R E  experim ent was conducted during the A ugust-O ctober 1992 season and 
consisted  o f  two m ajor com ponents, SA FA R I-92 and TRACE-A ( Transport and 
A tm ospheric Chem istry near the Equator-A tlantic). The SAFARI com ponent was 
principally  an em issions characterization study. It defined the chem ical com position 
o f  b iom ass fire released em issions directly over their source (African savanna) during 
active flam e com bustion, and also assessed the proportion o f em issions associated 
w ith  each com bustion phase. The im portance o f this study was that it provided
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em ission ratios and em ission factors w hich will be used to estim ate em issions o f 
gases and particulates in this study and o ther future studies (H arris et al., 1993). 
O bservations o f  fires from space have proved useful in visualizing regional 
distribution patterns o f  fire trajectories o f  sm oke transport (G oldam m er et al., 1996: 
Kihn, 1996, Christopher et al., 1996)
Biom ass in one form o r another continues to be the predom inant source o f 
energy for at least half o f the w orld’s population, with extremely high dependence on 
this source o f  energy by A frican countries (Policy Options for stabilizing global 
clim ate, 1990). The removal o f  wood for fuel affects both forest and savanna 
ecosystem s in Africa. Charcoal production is increasing as a result o f  urban grow th in 
developing countries particularly in Africa.
H igh population grow th in Africa over the last decade has been accom panied 
by rapid changes in land use practices. The deforestation rate has increased about 
12% annually from  1980 to 1990 (Food and Agriculture Organization, 1993: Hao et 
al., 1994), and the fallow cycle o f  shifting cultivation has shortened from 10 years to 
5 years (Hao et al., 1996)
3.3 Estimation Procedures
U nderstanding the geographical and temporal distribution o f  burning is critical 
for assessing the em issions o f  gases and particles to the atm osphere. For a first 
approxim ation, the total am ount o f  biomass burned in an ecosystem  can be calculated 
from  m easurem ents o f the total land area burned annually, the average organic m atter 
per unit area in the ecosystem , the fraction o f  above ground biom ass relative to the 
total average biomass. Once the total am ount o f biomass is known, the total m ass o f
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carbon release to the atm osphere during the burning can be estim ated because - 4 5% 
o f biom ass by weight is made up o f  carbon.
During com plete com bustion, biom ass undergoes an oxidation process that 
yields w ater vapor and carbon dioxide according to the following reaction:
However, in natural fires, insufficient oxygen supply causes incom plete 
com bustion. This leads to the form ation o f  incompletely oxidized com pounds; carbon 
m onoxide (CO), or reduced com pounds such as methane (CH4 ), non m ethane 
hydrocarbons (N M H C), and others.
The am ount o f biomass (M ) burned in a particular ecosystem  can be estim ated 
by the following expression (Seiler and Crutzen, 1980):
(CH 2O) +  0 2  --------- > CO2 + H2 O (3-1)
M = A x B x a x b (3-2)
where: M = total am ount o f biomass burned
A = total land area burned annually (m~/yr.)
B =  average organic m atter per unit area in the
individual ecosystem (gdm /m -) 
a =  fraction o f  the above ground biom ass relative to the
total average biomass B 
b = the burning efficiency o f  the above ground biomass.
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A can be determ ined from satellite and rem ote sensing techniques and 
procedures, such as fire scars. Param eters B, a. and b are determ ined  during biomass 
bum  field m easurem ents in diverse ecosystem s (Levine, 1995) Field experim ents to 
determ ine these param eters involve carry ing  out m easurem ents before, during and 
after burning. A detailed outline o f  the procedures involved to determ ine these 
param eters is given (D elm as et al., 1995).
Once M is estim ated, the am ount o f  total carbon [M (C)] em itted to the 
atm osphere in gram s can be estim ated using  the follow ing expression:
M(C) = 0.45M  (3-3)
where: M (C) = am ount o f  carbon
The em ission o f  any gaseous or particulate species from  biom ass burning 
depends on two param eters, ( 1) the am ount o f  biom ass m aterial burned, and (2 ) the 
em ission factor (EF) o r em ission ratio (ER ). The EF w hich can generally be described 
as the proportion o f  a given com pound released  during the com bustion, and is given 
as species/kg fuel. Em ission ratios are typically  estim ated by m easuring the increase 
in a given gas relative to the increase in C O 2 in a sm oke plum e. This m easurem ent is 
then converted to a dry - mass basis by assum ing a carbon content in the fuel o f  41 - 
45%  and an efficiency o f  conversion o f fuel C to C O 2  o f  80-98% .
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The Em ission (E[ ) for com bustion products is g iven for each gas by:
Ei = EFj x M
or
Ei =  M (carbon released) x ERi 
(which is sum m ed over the vegetation classes)
T he carbon released during burning is in the form  o f  several gaseous and 
particulate com pounds. The ratio o f any carbon o r nitrogen com pound to CO2 
produced in the burning can be determ ined from know ledge o f an em ission ratio 
(ER).
ER =A [X ]/A [C02] (3-4)
where: A[X] = the concentration o f  the species X produced by
biom ass burning
A[X] = X * - X  (3-5)
where: X* = the m easured concentration o f  X in the biomass
bum  smoke
X = the background (out o f  plum e) atmospheric 
concentration o f  the species.
A[CC>2 ] = the concentration o f  C O 2  produced by 
biom ass burning
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A[CC>2 ]= CC>2 * - CO2  (3-6)
where: C O 2* = the measured concentration o f  C O 2 in the
biomass bum  sm oke and C O 2 is the back ground (out 
o f  plum e) atm ospheric concentration o f  C 0 2 -
The ER and its variability is critical for any estimate o f  trace com pound 
em issions from  biom ass burning. The em ission ratio is highly dependent on both the 
type o f com bustion (especially the phases o f  com bustion, flam ing or sm oldering) and 
the ecosystem.
3.4 Methods 
Source Construction
The general scheme we designed and used to estim ate em issions from  the 
biom ass burning source is outlined in Figure 3.1 
DMSP Imagery
The annual fire distribution grid used in this study is a product o f  the 
nighttime low -light imagery acquired by the D M SP block 5 satellites du ring  the years 
1986 and 1987. The DM SP nighttim e im agery o f  the earth records fire activity, city 
lights, lightning and auroras (Cahoon et al., 1994) Local m idnight im agery was used 
to record the sources o f light on the surface o f  the earth. City lights were easily 
isolated by subtraction because they do not change location in time. Throughout the 
years o f study, visible imagery was obtained on average for every fourth day. The 
temporal distribution o f the im ages through m ost months is good even though images 
were not spread out evenly. Daily imagery was exam ined for each month, and from
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the spatial distribution o f fires, the actual m onthly burning was established. A 
com posite was made from the m onthly m osaics and this was used in this study.
The Defense M eteorological Satellite Program  (DM SP) is a D epartm ent o f 
Defense (DoD) program  run by the A ir Force Space and M issile System s Center 
(SM C). The D M SP program  designs, builds, launches, and m aintains several 
near polar orbiting, sun synchronous satellites m onitoring the m eteorological, 
oceanographic, and solar-terrestrial physics environm ents.
D M SP satellites are in a near polar orbiting, sun synchronous orbit at an 
altitude o f approxim ately 830 Km above the earth. Each satellite crosses any point on 
the earth twice a day and has an orbital period o f  about 101 m inutes thus providing 
com plete global coverage o f clouds every six hours.
Each DM SP satellite monitors the atm ospheric, oceanographic and 
solar-geophysical environm ent o f  the Earth. The visible and infrared sensors collect 
im ages o f global cloud distribution across a 3 ,000 km swath during both daytim e 
and nighttim e conditions. The coverage o f  the m icrowave im agery and sounders 
are one-half the visible and infrared sensors coverage, thus they cover the 
po lar regions above 60 on a twice daily basis but the equatorial region on a daily 
basis. The space environm ental sensors record along track plasm a densities, 
velocities, com position and drifts.
The data from the DM SP satellites are received and used at operational centers 
on a continual basis. The data are sent daily to the National G eophysical Data 
C enter (NGDC), Solar Terrestrial Physics D ivision (STPD) for creation o f  an archive.
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Global Wildfire Detection
The upw elling terrestrial light is m easured in the 0 .4 -1 .1 m icrom eter range at 
a resolution o f  2.7 km. There is a high contrast between the background and light 
sources, such that the light sources can be qualitatively distinguished and m apped. 
Each DM SP im age was m apped to form m onthly com posites. C ities are isolated, 
since their location does not vary from m onth to  month, and are rem oved from  the 
monthly com posites, leaving only time varying sources. Throughout the study years, 
visible im agery is obtained for every fourth day. Although these im ages are not 
spread out evenly, the tem poral distribution through m ost m onths is very good. Daily 
im agery was exam ined for each month and, g iven the daily spatial d istribution o f  
fires, each m osaic is representative o f  the actual burning throughout the m onth 
(Cahoon, et al., 1994)
Fire Pixel Counts and Resampling and distributing to l ° x l°  Grid of Total 
Biomass Burned Distribution
The 1986-87 DM SP im agery annual com posite o f fire distribution in A frica 
(Figure 3.2) was converted from  the raster im age into a fire grid  using GIS 
technology. The arc program  in GIS converts the image into a geo-referenced grid  
m ap and assigns the fire pixels to their exact geographic location. The resu lting  grid  
w as then m apped into l ° x r  grid. Using GIS spatial analyst, fire pixel counts w ere 
then evaluated for each l°x 1“ grid box (F igure 3.3). An avenue generated scrip t was 
used to calculate the sum o f fire pixels in each T x l 0 grid box. These counts w ere 
w eighted, w ith respect to a 5°x5° grid box w hich was divided into 25, T x T  grid 
boxes and w eighing functions based on ratio distribution over a 5°x50 w ere assigned  
to each 5°x5° grid box. These counts were then used to resam ple Hao's biom ass
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burning data from the present 5\x5° grid to a l 3x 1° grid. Instead o f  assum ing that the 
entire 50x5° grid  box burns, the resam pling and re-w eighting only places burning in 
those I ’x 1° grid  box that actually experience fire activity.
Assignment of EF/ER to Reclassified Vegetation Distribution Map
A frican biomes that are either expansive o r have enough supporting em ission 
data  to w arrant separate classification were identified. These include, water, desert, 
and forests. O f these, w ater and desert are assum ed to have no em ission. The 
rem aining biom es were m apped out on a grid using a sim plified version o f  the 32- 
type Global Vegetation Index (M atthews, 1983; 1985).
The Vegetation m ap for A frica was com piled  from GISS M atthew ’s 
vegetation ( T x T  grid G lobal vegetation distribution - 32 type) in ASCII grid  (Figure 
3.3). The global map was d igitized and edge-m atched using G eographic Inform ation 
System  (GIS) Technology to  create a vegetation based map o f  the continent. The 32 - 
type vegetation classes w ere reclassified into eleven broad types (Figure 3.4), each o f  
w hich has a distinctive fuel type, fuel production and  climate. The m ap was 
converted form  ASCII form at into a l°xl° grid form at using GIS, and this grid was 
reclassified by sum m arizing zones in GIS and appropriate em ission factors were 
assigned to each lx l  degree box.
The following species w ere estim ated on the basis o f EF: C 0 2 , N M H C’s, 
CH3C1, C H 3 B r NH3 , and S O 2 (Table 3.1). Em ission factors and Em ission ratios 
w ere assem bled from available literature and from field m easurem ents from 
cam paigns such as D ECAFE and S AFA RI’92 , held in the savannas o f  W est and 
Southern A frica respectively. D efault values obtained from IPCC guides for 
greenhouse gas inventory com pilation. Special field experim ents have been carried
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out to collect data representative o f southern Africa, where m uch o f the burning 
occurs. Field experim ents yielded em ission factors and em ission ratios. T he mean 
em ission factors in each vegetation type are given in (Table 3 .1)
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Table 3.1 Mean Emission Factors:
Emission Factors for CO2 , NMHC’s, CH3CI, CH3Br NH3 . and SO2
C om pound Savanna A gricultural
Residues
Forest/ Fuelw ood Source
C O 2 1640 ±40 1597±29 1679 ± 4 3 A ndreae e t al..
1996
N M H C ’s 3.1 3.1 3.1 ±  1.1 Andreae e t al..
1996
C H 3CI 0.11 - - Andreae, 1996
C H 3B r 0.002 - - Andreae e t al..
1996
N H 3 1 - - A ndreae e t al.,
1996
S O 2 0 .6 - - A ndreae e t al.,
1996
D etailed  Em ission factors are provided in Skunda, 1996
N ote: These best guess em ission factors were calcu lated  based on inform ation from 
SA FA RI-92
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T he following species were estim ated on the basis o f  ER ( Table 3.2) : CH4. 
CO. N Ox. N M H C ’s. and TPM , Particulates <2.5 |im , C arbon particles.
Em ission ratios used in this section and presented in the tables are derived from 
Crutzen and  A ndreae (1996), Andreae (1990), Scholes (1995), Skunda (1996), and 
the TPCC G reenhouse G as Inventory R eference M anual reports data form , Delm as 
(1993), and  Lacaux, et al. (1993). They are based on m easurem ents in a w ide variety 
o f  fires, including forest and  savanna fires in the tropics and laboratory fires using 
grasses and  agricultural w astes as fuel. In m any cases these ratios are general 
averages fo r all biom ass burning. Research w ill need to be conducted in the future to 
determ ine i f  m ore specific em ission ratios, e .g ., specific to the type o f  biom ass and 
burning conditions, can be obtained. Also, em ission ratios vary significantly between 
the flam ing and sm oldering phases o f a fire. C C b, N2O, and NOx are m ainly em itted 
in the flam ing  stage, while CH 4  and CO are m ainly em itted during the sm oldering 
stage (A ndreae et al., 1996). The relative im portance o f these two stages w ill vary 
betw een fires in different ecosystem s and under different clim atic conditions, and so 
the em ission  ratios will vary. As inventory m ethodologies are refined, em ission ratios 
should be chosen  to represent as closely as possible the ecosystem  type being burned, 
as well as the characteristics o f  the fire.
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Table 3.2: Mean Emission Ratios
Em ission Ratios for C H 4, CO, NOx, NM HC’s, T PM , Particulates <2.5 (im, and Carbon 
particles
C om pound Savanna Agricultural
Residues
Forest/ Fuelw ood Source
CH 4 0.004 ±0.002 0.005 ±0.002 0.012 ±0.003 D elm as, 1993
0.004 - - A ndreae et al.. 
1996
CO 0.06 ± 0 .0 0 2 0.06 ±0 .0 0 2 0.06 ±0 .0 0 2 Lacaux et al.. 
1993
0.028 " - A ndreae et al., 
1996
NO x 0.121 ±0.027 0.121 ±0.027 0.121 ±0.027 Crutzen and 
Andreae, 1990
N M H C ’s 0.006 - " A ndreae et al., 
1996
Particulates
TPM 10 ±8.5 10 7.9 ±3.2 A ndreae et al., 
1996
particles<2.5 7.2 ±3.8 6.4 ±3.2 3.6 ±1.2 A ndreae et al..
p.m 1996
Total C 6.4 ±5.1 6.4 ±5.1 3.0 ±1.3 A ndreae et al..
particulates 1996
N/C ratio by 0.006 0.015 0.01 D efault IPCC,
w eight 1995
D etailed Em ission ratios are provided in Skunda, 1996
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Note: Ratios for carbon com pounds, i.e.. CH 4  and CO, are m ass o f carbon 
com pound released (in units o f C) relative to mass o f  total carbon released from 
burning (in units o f  C); those for the nitrogen com pounds are expressed as the ratios 
o f  mass o f nitrogen com pounds relative to the total m ass o f nitrogen released from the 
fuel.
Once the carbon released from burning has been estim ated, the em issions o f 
C H 4 , CO, and NOx can be calculated based on em ission ratios.
Default value means a value that can be applied when there is not sufficient 
inform ation to characterize an ecosystem , and this value has been adopted by the 
IPCC from scientists and is the best estim ate value to m inim ize uncertainty. The 
am ount o f  carbon released due to burning is multiplied by  the em ission ratios o f CH4  
and CO relative to total carbon to yield emissions o f C H 4  and CO (each expressed in 
units o f  C). The em issions o f CH4  and CO are m ultiplied by 16/12 and 28/12, 
respectively, to convert to full m olecular weights. N M H C ’s could also be calculated 
in the same way. H ow ever, default values are not available. Therefore N M H C s were 
calculated using EF values.
To calculate em issions o f N O x, fifSt the total carbon released is multiplied by 
the estim ated N/C ratio o f  the fuel by weight to yield the total am ount o f  nitrogen (N) 
released. The total N released was then multiplied by the ratios o f em issions of N O x 
relative to the N content o f  the fuel to yield emissions o f  N O x (expressed in units o f 
N). To convert to full molecular w eights, the em issions o f  NOx were multiplied by 
46/14.
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The calculation for trace gas em issions from burning is sum m arized as follows:
C H 4  Em issions =  Carbon R eleased x (em ission ratio) x 16/12
CO  Em issions = Carbon R eleased x (emission ratio) x 28/12
N Ox Em issions = Carbon R eleased x (N/C ratio) x (em ission ratio) x 46/14
U sing the maps created above and the relevant em ission factors, em ission 
ratios, and the em pirical relationships discussed in section 3.3. em issions for various 
greenhouse gases were derived for the appropriate l°x 1° grid  cell.
National estimates:
U sing GIS rezoning, cells w ere edge-m apped w ith country boundaries and 
results w ere recalculated and tabulated on a country by country basis (Table 3.4). 
Table 3.5 show s the Estimates for Em issions from A frican fires and com parison  with 
other studies and Global estimates.
3.5 Results and Discussion
Figure 3 .1 shows an annual com posite o f fire activity  in A frica based on pixel 
counts from  D M SP imagery data. From  an exam ination o f  this figure, the severity and 
extrem ity o f  burning in Africa becom es obvious. A large percentage o f  the continent 
particularly the belt between 25 degrees South and 20 degrees north is affected 
annually by fire activity. Regions w hich show the highest fire frequency are Ivory 
Coast, G hana, Nigeria, Central A frican Republic, South w estern Sudan, Southern
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Zaire( now C ongo), Southern Tanzania and eastern M ozam bique border w ith 
Zim babw e.
The spatial distribution o f fire activity  is consistent w ith the w orks o f  Cahoon 
et al., 1994. and that o f  G oldam m er, 1991. Previous studies have indicated that fire 
activity is not expected to vary much from  year to year (C achier et al. 1996; Brocard 
et al.. 1996). T here is lim ited burning, alm ost insignificant in the desert areas in 
N orthern A frica and South East Southern Africa. Areas o f peak fire activ ity  were 
found to be correlated  w ith regions o f  h igh  population density.
Seasonal Variations in Biomass Burning Activity
A nalysis o f  m onthly maps (F igures 3. 6  through 3. 17) o f  biom ass burning 
show that during  the first half o f the year ( January to June), m ost biom ass burning 
activity is confined  to the N orthern H em isphere. The m onths o f  M arch and April 
indicate the peak season for biom ass burn ing  north o f the equator. N orthern 
H em isphere savannas, forests, and agricultural lands residues and firew ood fire 
activity is extensive during the moths o f  January to June. These results are consistent 
w ith D M SP satellite im agery data indicating that burning is prevalent in the Northern 
H em isphere during this time o f the year, w hich also happens to be the dry season in 
N orthern H em isphere. H ow ever, DM SP data shows January as the peak m onth for 
savanna fire activity, w hile monthly m aps show March and A pril as peak m onths. 
This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that DM SP data does not incorporate 
total biom ass burning for ail sources, savanna, forest, agricultural residues and fuel 
wood. M ost o f  the burning in the N orthern hemisphere is concentrated in the 0 °  to 
20° N belt.
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D uring the first half o f  the year, the dry season is concentrated in the N. 
hem isphere and gradually shifts to the S.Hem isphere. By July, there is a noticeable 
drop in biom ass burning activity in the N .Hem isphere. By August (F igure 3.13). 
biom ass burning activity has becom e pronounced in the S. hem isphere. By this time, 
dry conditions are already prevailing in the Africa, south o f the equator, and fire 
activity increases over the Southern African interior. The pattern o f  burning follows 
the ecosystem  boundary betw een sub-hum id broad leafed savanna on infertile soils 
and the equatorial tropical rain forest in North central Zaire (now C ongo). Rainfall 
remains strongly seasonal perm itting frequent fires.
From  July (Figure 3.12) to N ovem ber (Figure 3.16), burning increases in 
Southern A frica with peak activity in the m onths o f September. O ctober and 
N ovem ber. These months are usually the w arm est for the region and  are the very dry 
season preceding the first rains. The data is consistent with the fact that burning 
frequency is expect to be at the clim ax as the dry season comes to an end. Peak 
activity is located in Southern Zaire, Northern Zam bia, Z im babw e/M ozam bique 
border. As the dry season encroaches, extent o f  biom ass burning frequency is noted to 
increase in Tanzania and M ozam bique (Figures 3.13 - 3.16).
Figure 3.18 shows the annual distribution o f  instantaneous carbon dioxide 
em issions from biomass burning activities in Africa. Savanna biom es show  areas o f 
high em issions particularly around Senegal and Ivory Coast.
Trace Gas and Particulate Emissions.
Biom ass burning in A frica is dominated by savanna fires (F igure 3.19) The 
relative contributions to total biom ass burning in Africa of the d ifferent activities is 
64% savanna. 28% forest, 7% fuelwood, and 1 agricultural residues. C onsequently,
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savanna em issions will dom inate the nature o f  trace gas and paniculate em issions 
from Africa.
Based on the estim ates in table 3.5, Africa's contribution to total global 
biom ass burning species em issions is high. Savanna fires dominate em issions in 
Africa. Savanna fires are characterized by clean, flaming com bustion (A ndreae et al., 
1996) and hence the em issions o f  reduced trace gases such as (CO, C H 4 . and NM HC) 
is less than w ould be expected from  the fraction o f  global biomass burning that takes 
place in Africa. A frica contributes 30% CO  (with range 12-48%), 17% C H 4  w ith 
range 8-25% ), and 18% N M H C (w ith range 4  -33%) o f  the total annual global 
em issions from  biom ass burning (Table 3.4).
In contrast, NOx w hich is favored by the flaming com bustion in savanna 
fires has a 63% (w ith range 38-88% ) global contribution (Table 3.4). Field 
experim ents in A frica reported high N O x/ NM HC ratios in the savanna fire plum es 
as a result o f  the flam ing dom inated em issions profile. One consequence o f  this is that 
higher specific ozone production is expected over A frica because O 3 production is 
N Ox -lim ited (A ndreae et al., 1996)
Africa's methyl halide contribution to the global biom ass burning budget is 
25% m ethyl chloride (range 3-49% ) and 26%  methyl brom ide (range 3-50% ). It has 
been established that savanna fires contribute m ethyl halide em issions roughly 
proportional to their fraction o f  biom ass burned (Andreae et al., 1995). Low 
em issions w ould be expected due to the sm all sm oldering com bustion, but this is 
com pensated by the high halogen content o f  savanna biom ass com pared to, forest 
biom ass (A ndreae et al., 1996; Blake et al., 1996)
A frica’s aerosol contribution stand at 27.6% TPM , and 29% (w ith range 6 - 
52% ) carbon particles. Since sm oldering fires release more aerosols than flam ing fires
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(in term s o f  mass, but not in terms o f  the specific com ponents like inorganic species 
or black carbon), a lower relative contribution from savanna fires to the total 
em issions w ould be expected. These results are much low er than those reported by 
A ndreae at al., 1995 who argued that their high African aerosol contributions to the 
global budget was due to large uncertainties in em ission factors. The low er results 
reported here are largely due to new data on em ission factors. A percentage 
contribution o f  Africa’s particles < 2.5 um  could  not be estab lished  as no inform ation 
is available presently on global totals for this species. Recent studies suggest that 
aerosol em issions from biom ass burning m ay be he second largest source o f 
anthropogenic aerosols after the production o f  sulfates from  S O 2  (A ndreae et al., 
1995)
F rom  these estim ates, Africa contributes nearly 31% (range 3-59% ) to the 
N H 3 b iom ass burning budget. Unfortunately, the em ission facto r used to obtain this 
result is speculative, m aking estimates for this species highly uncertain. No reliable 
data on am m onia em issions was obtained during  SA FA RI-92. The values used here 
w ere a m ean o f  the upper and lower limits o f  N H 3 em ission ratios and factors from  
the literature.
A frica was found to contribute nearly 38%  (with range 3-59% ) to the global 
biom ass burn ing  sulfur dioxide (SCb) budget. Sulfur occurs in plants as sulfate as 
well as a variety  o f sulfate esters and other su lfur com pounds. D uring com bustion, a 
large fraction o f  the sulfur content is released to the atm osphere. SA FA RI-92 results 
suggest an  8 6 % sulfur volatilization.
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National Contributions
Table 3.3 lists African countries and their contributions to the budget o f  
C arbon dioxide (CO2 ), carbon monoxide (CO), m ethane (C H 4 ), methyl chloride 
(C H 3CI), methyl bromide (C H 3 Br), oxides o f  nitrogen (N O x). non-m ethane 
hydrocarbons (N M H C S), sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ). am m onia (N H 3 ), and aerosols 
include Total particulate m atter (TPM), particles< 2.5 um, and carbon particles from 
biom ass burning. Countries not shown are grouped as other Africa.
For the purposes o f  my research, A frica was divided into four latitudinal belt 
regions (Figure 3.20)
T he estim ated pyrogenic em issions for the countries in Africa w ith sufficient 
data for the above method are listed in table 3.4. The results com pared to the study in 
Southern A frican Countries by Scholes , W ard and Justice (1996) are significantly 
higher. T he reasons for this discrepancy stem s from  the fact that the o ther study used 
m odeled fuel loads and the area burned was estim ated using detection by rem ote 
sensing. Zaire is the single largest em issions contributor and eight other im portant 
contributing countries are Sudan, Zambia, N igeria, Tanzania, Ethiopia, G hana, 
M ozam bique , and ivory coast. Zaire lies in the ecosystem  boundary betw een sub- 
hum id broad leafed savanna on infertile soils and the equatorial tropical rain forest 
w here biom ass burning is frequent fires and DM SP im agery supports this. Because 
vast areas o f A frica bum every year, the gross trace gas em issions from A frica are 
g lobally  significant and dom inate the greenhouse gas inventories o f large but lightly 
industrialized countries such as Zaire, Angola, Tanzania and Zam bia. R esults show 
that Zaire, Sudan , Zam bia and Tanzania dom inate in em issions resulting from 
B iom ass burning in Africa.
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Region I (Countries Within the Latitudinal Belt 20° - 40° N )
(A lgeria. Egypt. Libya, M orocco, Tunisia, and W estern Sahara)
There is almost insignificant biom ass burning activities in the countries lying 
within this belt. This region is prim arily desert (Sahara Desert). The contributions o f  
these desert countries to the African biom ass burning em issions budget is 
insignificant. Nighttime photographs from  a low light sensor on board the block 5 
Defense M eteorological Satellite Program  (DM SP). satellites to m onitor fires in 
A frica show  no fire activity in this belt (Cahoon et al., 1992). (see Figure 3.2)
Region II (Countries Within the Latitudinal Belt 5° - 20° N, but Westward of 25 
Degrees Longitude)
(Benin, Burkina Faso, Cam eroon, C entral African Republic, C had, Equatorial G uinea, 
G am bia -The, Ghana, Guinea, G uinea Bissau , Ivory Coast, L iberia, Mali, Niger, 
N igeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Togo)
The DM SP im agery shows m arked fire activity in this region, particularly in 
G hana and Ivory coast. N igeria, G hana and Ivory Coast fall in 4, 7 and 9 positions in 
contributing the African biom ass burning em issions budget. This western part (west 
o f  Ivory coast) can be described as dense and high grass dom inated by scattered trees, 
where grass production is high and annual fire activity is severe. The area around 
Ivory coast, Ghana, and N igeria is characterized by humid forests w ith derived 
savanna and sub-hum id w ooded savanna. These area exhibit fire patterns resulting 
from burning in highly populated regions, where the burning is controlled, large scale 
fires are frequent in the less populated areas o f  this region (R ichardson, 1994: M enaut 
et al., 1991). Little fire activity occurs in the moist forest parts o f  this region, the
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largest contributions per Ix l degree grid forem issions are observed in Ivory coast 
and Nigeria.
Region III (Countries Within the Latitudinal Belt 5° - 20° N, but Eastward of 25 
Degrees Longitude)
(D jibouti, Eritria, Ethiopia, Somalia, and Sudan)
The Northern region around the Sudan (Sahel region) is characterized by 
grassland with shrub cover, this region is w idely used for cattle raising and  the cattle 
usually tram ple the little vegetation there is (M enaut et al., 1991). Sudan (second 
highest in Africa as a w hole) shows high em issions because o f  its large land mass 
area and there is prevalent fire activity in the southern Sudan savannas. This region 
has low er vegetation production but experiences severe drought periods (M atthews, 
1985). There are vast open grasslands in this region w hich leaves wide land expanses 
for fire bum s. M atthews describes the southern part o f  this region as drought- 
deciduous woodland. The southern region is also used for hunting and grazing  while 
the rem aining wide expanses o f  land are susceptible to burning. Em issions in these 
countries are maximal in the middle o f the dry season, and this is consistent with open 
savanna and low population burning. There is also a w ide expanse o f  grasslands with 
less than 10% woody cover. There is a  high population density along the coast while 
the inland is sparsely populated. Ethiopia has high em issions in this region (sixth 
overall in Africa) Ethiopia suffers severe drought periods and large m ass o f  dry 
vegetation quickly bum  (Richardson, 1994). Somalia and E ritrea have m inim um  
contributions.
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Region IV (Countries Within the Latitudinal Belt 10° S- 5° i\)
(C ongo, Burundi, K enya. Tanzania. U ganda, and Zaire)
Equatorial A frica is included in this belt. There is very little deforestation 
occurring  in the equatorial rain forest and satellite im agery show s little or no fire 
activ ity  in this region. Figure 3.1 shows very little fire occurrences in central Zaire 
and C ongo) The population  density is low here and fire activity  occurs on the 
periphery o f the forests. Em issions from  this equatorial belt are at a minimum.
D M SP im ages exh ib it a large biennial behavior coinciding w ith the precipitation 
patterns o f  the region. How ever, countries w ithin this belt still show  high em issions, 
because o f  the d iversity  o f  their vegetation strata. Zaire has the highest total em issions 
in A frica because o f  its larger land area and its fire activities are more widely 
d istribu ted  and less intense. The northern part o f  Zaire falls in the bum  season 
consisten t w ith N  hem isphere burning and the southern part falls into the S. 
hem isphere bum  season. Zaire is the greatest single national source o f  gases and 
particu lates from  biom ass burning in A frica largely because o f extended bum  seasons, 
large land mass area  and w idespread fire activity. T anzan ia is overall fifth in 
em issions w ith K enya and U ganda show ing significant contributions.
Region V and VI (Countries Within the Latitudinal Belt 10° S- 35° S)
(A ngola, Botsw ana, Lesotho, M adagascar, M alawi, M ozam bique, Namibia, South 
A frica, Sw aziland, Zam bia, Zim babw e)
In this region, Zam bia, M ozam bique and B otsw ana have the highest 
em issions (positions 3 , 8 , and 10 respectively in A frica), w ith A ngola also 
contribu ting  significantly . A key aspect o f  the Southern A frican hem isphere 
em issions are concentrated  in a band that stretches across the subcontinent between 5
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and 20 degrees south. This belt lies in the sub-hum id broad leafed savannas on 
infertile soils. Although the rainfall is sufficient to generate substantial biom ass, it 
rem ains strongly seasonal, allow ing frequent fires, the infertility o f  the soils m ean that 
the dry grass from the previous season m ust bum  first to stim ulate the grow th o f new  
grass. This practice is particularly com m on in Zam bia it is referred to as the 
C hitem ene practice. In rural Zim babw e and M ozam bique, the g reater part o f the 
population relies heavily on subsistence farm ing and the agricultural practices are still 
very m uch traditional. Lack o f  m odem  infrastructure means that the only  way peasant 
farm ers can clear vast land fields for crop grow ing is by setting them  ablaze, in 
Z am bia and Zim babwe for exam ple there are no enacted by-law s governing these 
seasonal field fires [personal com m unication with Dr. Daniel M tetw a o f the Forestry 
com m ission  o f  Zimbabwe]. In southern Africa, Zam bia has the h ighest em issions 
fo llow ed by Tanzania, M ozam bique and Botswana, the m odeling study o f  Scholes, 
1995 suggest that Angola has the greatest contribution followed by Z am bia and then 
T anzania. A careful analysis o f  fire satellite im agery suggests that fire activity in 
A ngola is less prominent than in the other three countries.
The western edge o f South A frica and N am ibia is either desert o r shrub land 
(Fynbos). this region is w hat is referred to as the Kalahari desert. T his region has an 
ex tended dry season lasting alm ost 7 m onths (June to Decem ber), w ith very little rain 
if  any after that most o f South Africa has low density vegetation and eastern south 
A frica is covered by grassland (Richardson, 1994). Central south A frica is covered by 
d w arf shrubs and some grassland. Because o f the low productivity o f  this vegetation, 
w idespread fires are uncom m on here. Fire is also infrequent in the arid  savannas o f  
northern South Africa (H untley, 1984) The burn season is from July to December.
M ost o f the burning occurs between July and Novem ber. Nearly ha lf o f  the burning
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takes place in the broad leafed, low-nutrient savannas which dom inate the zone 
between 5 and 18 degrees south. In eastern Southern A frica particularly in 
M ozam bique and Zim babw e, the thorny fine leafed savannas on fertile soils 
predom inate, these two vegetation types dom inate the em issions in the Southern 
hem isphere countries.
W hen em issions are com pared with population density, more fire activity 
occurs in less populated regions than in more populated areas, this is largely because 
burning tends to be more controlled in populated areas w here the greatest biomass 
burning activity  is firewood consum ption as opposed to uncontrolled burning in vast 
open areas. How ever, total national em issions are not correlated with neither 
population nor area. This analysis however does show that Zaire and Sudan with 
Africas largest areas have the highest em issions.
The results for total species em issions for the continent are com parable to 
those by A ndreae et al., 1995. The results presented here are h igher only because 
A ndreae presents results for em issions from savanna biom ass burning. This only 
accounts for a total o f 62% o f the total biom ass burning in A frica since the study 
excludes Forest, Fuelwood and Agricultural residues. If the contribution from these 
other activities are subtracted, em issions are well within the m argins o f those by 
Andreae.
Scholes, 1995, presents estimates o f C 0 2 , CH 4 , CO, N O x and N2O for 
countries in southern Africa. The results presented here are h igher by factors ranging 
from 1.5 for A ngola to 8 for Zimbabwe. This difference can be explained by the fact 
that Scholes m odels his estim ates. The modeling estim ates underestim ate the total 
em issions from  biom ass burning because they do not consider biom ass burned 
through land changes such as forest clearing, agricultural waste burning and fuel
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w ood consum ption. There are also errors in the modeling m ethods in the am ount o f 
fuel w ood rem oved by herbivory decay.
Uncertainties
M ajor uncertainties exist in the am ount o f  biom ass burned from  H ao's dataset 
w hich was used to make the em issions estim ates. In deriving this dataset, there were 
uncertainties in estim ating the am ount o f  biom ass burned in the areas cleared by 
differen t land use practices, the fallow period, the above ground biom ass density, and 
the tem poral distribution o f  biom ass burned. It is necessary that a high resolution 
biom ass burned dataset be developed with better inform ation so that estim ating 
em issions and m odeling the chem istry o f  the atm osphere and the global clim ate can 
be done m ore accurately. Reasonably accurate em ission factors have been determ ined 
for m any im portant species and w ere used in generating em issions estim ates in this 
study. However, great uncertainty persists with regard to the am ount o f  biom ass 
burned for many regions.
Som e o f the areas in this study did not have enough em ission factor and 
em ission  ratio data. The calculation o f  im m ediate trace gas em issions, based on the 
default em ission ratios produces relatively crude estim ates w ith  substantial 
uncertainties. Use o f  specific em ission ratios which vary by type o f  burning, region, 
etc. allow s for more precise calculations. The use o f default IPC C  factors and the 
extrapolation o f field factors into these biom es causes two problem s: The IPCC 
m ethod com bines two concepts in the term  "com bustion efficiency": com bustion 
com pleteness and com bustion efficiency (W ard and Radke, 1993). The IPCC then 
goes on to base the em ission factors on C 0 2  alone, but the em ission factors are highly 
sensitive to com bustion efficiency. Com bustion efficiency is highly sensitive in the 
savannas (around 95% ) because m ost o f  the fuel is consum ed during the flam ing
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phase, w hich is highly oxygenated and therefore does not favor the reduced species. 
C om bustion  com pleteness on the other hand, is highly variable (50-98% ) (Scholes. 
1995) and  strongly dependent on the fuel load, fuel type and the m eteorological 
cond itions prevailing during the tim e o f the fire. For exam ple, fallen tree litter is 
likely to  bum  more when there is fallen grass to fuel the fire. I f  the fuel load drops, 
fires becom e patchy and may go out particularly during low er night tem peratures and 
increased hum idity. These factors create errors in those regions w here such data had 
to be used.
It is generally inappropriate to apply em ission factors derived  from  one 
ecosystem  type to another type (for exam ple EF from forest o r tem perate grasslands 
to savannas). In general em ission factors are dependent on the fire type, w hether 
sm oldering  phase o r flaming phase and these factors vary w ith ecosystem  type, (for 
exam ple , the em issions o f sm oldering-phase gases are m uch low er in savannas, and 
flam ing phase em issions are higher. The type o f  em issions, i.e. w hether reduced o r 
ox id ized  is also dependent on this. The latitudinal belt 1 5 - 3 0  degrees South was 
seriously  affected by drought in 1992 and continues to experience drought periods 
over tim e (Justice et al., 1996). Tem poral resolution o f biom ass burning em issions is 
very d ifficu lt to establish at this tim e. Very little data is available on inter-annual 
variability  o f  fires activity in A frica, and tim ing o f  fires has not been resolved either. 
T he relationship  between fires, rainfall and vegetation state needs to be established.
The calculations described here ignore the contem porary fluxes associated 
w ith past burning activities. These delayed releases are know n to ex ist (IPCC, 1995), 
but are poorly understood at present.
Estim ates o f  em issions from  biom ass burning confronts a serious data 
problem . Few o f the figures used in current best estim ates are know n to better than
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30%  o f  their means. Som e . such as fraction o f biom ass burned, populations in slash- 
and-burn  agriculture, and area burned are known to no better than ±  50% . The error in 
g lobal estim ates accum ulates to em barrassing proportions as uncertain term s are 
com pounded  in chain m ultiplication (Robinson, 1989). Satellite and rem ote sensing 
w ill provide better data for estimates.
Combining Uncertainties
It is necessary to derive the overall uncertainty from the com bination o f 
em ission  factor and activity data uncertainties. The em ission factor and  activity data 
ranges are as estim ates o f  the 95 per cent confidence interval, expressed as a 
percentage o f  the point estimate, around each o f two independent com ponents from 
statistically  based calculations. To com pute overall uncertainty, it is necessary to 
assum e that the individual com ponents used in the estim ation procedures are 
sta tistically  independent. This assum ption is valid for the estimates presented here.
O n this interpretation (for quoted ranges extending not more than 60 per cent 
above o r below  the point estimate) the appropriate m easure o f overall percentage 
uncertain ty  (U t ) for the emissions estim ate is given by the square root o f  the sum  o f 
the squares o f  the percentage uncertainties associated with the em ission factor (Ue f ) 
and  the activity data (U a ) That is, for each source category: (where the uncertainties 
are defined  as Uj, the uncertainty in the activity factors and em ission factors involved 
in the com putation o f  estimates.
Ut = ± (Ui)2; for lUil < 60
w here (For individual uncertainties greater than 60 per cent the sum  of 
squares procedure is not valid). All that can be done is to com bine lim iting values to 
define an overall range, although this leads to upper and low er lim iting values which
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are asym m etrical about the central estim ate (If uncertainties due to the em ission factor 
and the activ ity  data  are ±E% and ±A%  respectively, and the upper and the lower 
lim its o f overall uncertainty are U% and L% respectively, then U% = (E+A+E.A/100) 
and L% =(E+A -E.A /100)). The calculated uncertainties are presented in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6: Uncertainties due to Emission factors and activity data for biomass burning
estim ates
Species source category U ncertainty in 
A m ount o f  
Biom ass burned
Uncertainty in 
Em ission factor/ 
ratio
Overall
Uncertainty
C biom ass burning 50 I 50
C O 2 savanna 50 2.4 50
forest/fuelw ood 50 3.4 50
A gricultural
residues 50 2 50
Total 40
CO savanna 50 33 60
forest/fuelw ood 50 33 60
agricultural
residues 50 33 60
Total 60
C H 4 savanna 50 50 71
forest/fuelw ood 50 25 56
agricultural
residues 50 40 64
Total 50
Species source
category
Uncertainty in 
A m ount o f 
carbon 
released
U ncertainty in 
N/C ratio
Em ission
Ratio
Overall
uncertainty
N O x savanna 50 20 22 58
forest/ 50 33 22 64
fuelw ood
agricultural 50 20 22 58
residues
Total 40
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Table 3.6 (Continued)
Species source category Uncertainty in 
A m ount o f 
biom ass burned
Uncertainty in 
Em ission Factor
Overall
Uncertainty
N M H C biom ass burning 50 57 76
n h 3 biom ass burning 50 66 80
C H 3 CI biom ass burning 50 70 90
C H 3Br biom ass burning 50 75 90
T PM savanna 50 85 93 - 178
forest/fuelw ood 50 41 65
agricultural
residues 50 85 93 - 178
Total 90
particles savanna 50 53 73
<2.5  Jim forest/fuelw ood 50 33 73
agricultural
residues 50 53 73
Total 50
carbon savanna 50 78 89 - 167
particles forest/fuelw ood 50 43 66
agricultural
residues 50 78 89 - 167
Total 80
S O 2 biom ass burning 50 70 90
T otal uncertainty if uncertainties for the individual fuels are m utually independent is 
given by:
U T = ± [ I ( f i V l  (U|)2)2]l/2
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t'i is em issions from the i th fuel type divided by total em issions.
(fj savanna = 0.64; f{ forest =  0.28; fi fuelwood = 0.07; fj agricultural residues = 0 .0 1) 
It is valid to assume that individual fuels are mutually independent, because the 
em ission factors and em ission ratios are not related to the am ount o f b iom ass dry 
m atter
Summary
This study presents the first regional and national inventory o f  estim ates o f 
gaseous and particulate em issions from biomass burning in Africa. Trace gases 
estim ated include, Carbon dioxide (CCb), carbon monoxide (CO ), m ethane (C H 4 ), 
m ethyl chloride (CH 3CI), m ethyl bromide (CH 3Br), oxides o f nitrogen (N O x), non­
m ethane hydrocarbons (N M H C'S), sulfur dioxide (SO2 ), am m onia (N H 3 ), and 
aerosols include Total particulate matter (TPM ), particles< 2.5 |im , and carbon 
particles. This inventory has a 1x1 degree latitude/longitude spatial resolution o f  
biom ass burning activity in A frica and provides estimates o f  em issions on a country- 
by-country basis. Emissions are calculated based on biom ass burning data  from  Hao 
and Liu, 1994, DM SP fire distribution data for 1986-87, and em ission factors based 
on a series o f  field cam paigns and laboratory measurements. Africa's contribution to 
global biom ass burning em issions is included in the assessm ent. The results are 
com pared with previous estim ates for continental emissions.
A com prehensive national and regional database has been developed for the 
em issions o f  (gases) from biom ass burning in Africa. The results show that A frica is 
the world's single largest continental source o f  emissions due to biom ass burning and 
that these em issions are likely to increase with time. Time increase is likely to result 
from  the fact that demand for land use has increased substantially during the last 
decades the human population has grown 36% in Africa (FAO, 1991; US B ureau of
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Census): and  annual deforestation rate has increased by 129c in tropical A frica (FAO. 
1993)
Savanna fires prevail in Africa. The peak o f  the burning occurs from M arch to 
June in N hem isphere and Septem ber to N ovem ber in the southern hem isphere. The 
gross trace gas em issions from A frica are globally significant and dom inate the 
greenhouse gas inventories o f large but lightly industrialized countries such as Zaire, 
Angola, T anzan ia  and Zambia.
B iom ass Burning in A frica is highly significant source o f many trace gases 
and aerosol species. The regional and seasonal variation o f em issions is m ostly 
lim ited to the  dry season and the occurrence o f fires is mainly cantered in the savanna 
and the tropical regions. Results show  that Zaire, Sudan , Zambia and T anzania 
dom inate in em issions resulting from  Biom ass burning in Africa.
To accurately  assess the im pact o f  African Biom ass burning on regional and 
global atm ospheric chemistry, tem poral and spatial estim ates have to be made which 
can be used as inputs into regional and global chem istry and transport models. W hile 
reasonably accurate Em ission factors and em ission ratios have been determ ined for 
many im portant species and vegetation types, more field m easurements are needed to 
obtain data characteristically representative o f  Northern and eastern A frica.. G reat 
Uncertainty persists with regard to the am ount o f  biom ass burned for m any regions.
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Table 3.3: Estimated Biomass Burning Emissions of Trace Gases and 
Particulates from African Countries.
Species (Tu species v r  1)
Country C CO~> CO cm
Zaire 150 502 38 2
Tanzania, United Republic 57 193 16 0.63
Zambia 66 224 16 0.62
Sudan 80 265 11 0.35
M ozambique 44 149 9 0.32
Botsw ana 40 136 8 0.26
Nigeria 59 196 8 0.25
Ethiopia 47 158 6 0 .20
Kenya 28 92 6 0 .22
G hana 45 150 6 0 .2 0
Central African Republic 43. 144 6 0.19
Namibia 38 131 6 0 .20
Ivory Coast 42 141 6 0.19
Angola 29 100 4 0.18
Cam eroon 33 1 10 4 0.15
Mali 23 79 4 0 .10
Mauritania 19 67 4 0.08
Benin 29 97 4 0.13
Chad 24 82 4 0.11
U ganda 23 77 3 0 .10
N iger 21 69 3 0.09
B urkina Faso 20 66 3 0.09
C ongo 15 51 3 0.09
Zimbabwe 17 59 2 0.08
M adagascar 12 42 2 0.06
Senegal 14 46 2 0.06
Eritrea 6 21 0.8 0.03
Somalia 5 16 0 .6 0 .0 2
Algeria 0 .6 2 0.1 0 .00
Egypt 0.01 0.03 0 0 .0 0
O ther Africa 90 302 20 0.8
Total Africa 1 120 3765 204 7
U ncertainty in: C = 50%; CO2 = 40 -50 '/?; CO = 60%: C H 4  = 50%
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Table 3.3 (continued)
Species (Tg species v r 'l )
C ountrv CH^Cl C FU Br N M H C’s NH3
Zaire 0.036 0 .0007 1.03 0.33
Tanzania, United Republic 0.014 0.0003 0 .39 0.13
Zam bia 0.016 0.0003 0.45 0.15
Sudan 0.019 0 .0003 0.55 0 .16
M ozambique 0 .0 1 0 0 .0 0 0 2 0 .30 0 .1 0
B otsw ana 0 .0 1 0 0 .0 0 0 2 0.28 0 .09
Nigeria 0.014 0 .0 0 0 2 0 .4 0 0.13
Ethiopia 0 .012 0 .0 0 0 2 0.33 0.11
K enya 0.007 0 .0001 0 .2 0 0 .06
G hana 0.01 1 0 .0 0 0 2 0.31 0 .1 0
Central African Republic 0.01  1 0 .0 0 0 2 0 .3 0 0 .1 0
Namibia 0.009 0 .0 0 0 2 0 .26 0.08
Ivory Coast 0 .0 1 0 0 .0 0 0 2 0 .29 0.09
Angola 0.007 0 .0 0 0 1 0 .2 0 0.07
Cam eroon 0.008 0 .0 0 0 2 0.23 0.07
Mali 0.006 0 .0 0 0 1 0 .1 6 0.05
Mauritania 0.005 0 .0 0 0 1 0.13 0 .04
Benin 0.007 0 .0001 0 .2 0 0.07
C had 0.006 ().()()() 1 0.17 0.05
U ganda 0.006 0 .0001 0.16 0.05
N iger 0.005 0 .0001 0.14 0.05
B urkina Faso 0.0048 ().()()() 1 0.14 0 .04
C ongo 0.004 0 .0001 0.1 1 0.03
Zim babw e 0.004 0 .0001 0 .1 2 0 .04
M adagascar 0.003 0 .0000 0.08 0.03
Senegal 0.003 ().()()() 1 0 .1 0 0.03
Eritrea 0 .002 0 .0000 0 .04 0.01
Som alia 0.001 0 .0000 0.03 0.01
Algeria 0.000 0 .0000 0.004 0.001
Egypt 0 .000 0 .0000 0 .0001 0 .000
O ther Africa 0 .02 0 .0004 0.61 0 .2 0
Total Africa 0.27 0 .005 7.70 2.49
U ncertain ty  in: CH3CI = 90% ; CH.^Br = 90% ; N.MHC's = 80% ; 
NH3 = 80%
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Table 3.3 (continued)
Species (T» species v r‘ ^
Countrv NOx S O TPM
Zaire 2.64 0.199 3.31
Tanzania, United Republic 1.14 0 .076 1.27
Zambia 1.06 0 .088 1.46
Sudan 0 .68 0 .106 1.77
Mozambique 0.59 0.059 0.97
Botswana 0.54 0 .054 0.89
Nigeria 0.52 0.078 1.30
Ethiopia 0.43 0 .063 1.05
Kenya 0.42 0.037 0.61
Ghana 0.40 0 .060 1.00
Central African Republic 0.38 0.058 0.95
Namibia 0 .26 0.05 1 0.85
Ivory Coast 0.38 0 .057 0 .94
Angola 0.24 0.039 0 .64
Cameroon 0.29 0 .044 0 .74
Mali 0.15 0.031 0.52
Mauritania 0.08 0 .026 0.43
Benin 0.26 0.039 0.65
Chad 0 .2 0 0.033 0 .54
Uganda 0.21 0.031 0.52
Niger 0.16 0.027 0.45
Burkina Faso 0.18 0 .026 0 .4 4
Congo 0.17 0 .0 2 0 0 .34
Zimbabwe 0.08 0.023 0 .38
Madagascar 0.09 0 .016 0 .27
Senegal 0.12 0.019 0.31
Eritrea 0.06 0.008 0 .14
Somalia 0.04 0 .006 0 .1 0
Algeria 0.01 0.0008 0 .01
Egypt ().()() ().()()()() 0 .0 0
O ther Africa 1.42 0 .12 1.99
Total Africa 13.20 1.40 24.80
Uncertainty in: NO* = 40% ; $ 0 2  = 90; TPVI = 90
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Table 3.3 (continued)
_______________________________________________ Species (Tu species vr~^___________
Country____________________________________ particles <2.5 urn______Carbon panicles
Zaire 2 .46 2 .32
Tanzania, United Republic 1.02 0 .89
Zambia 1.06 1.02
Sudan 0 .87 1.24
Mozambique 0.61 0 .6 8
Botswana 0 .5 4 0 .6 2
Nigeria 0 .65 0.91
Ethiopia 0 .53 0 .7 4
Kenya 0.41 0 .43
Ghana 0 .5 0 0 .7 0
Central African Republic 0 .48 0 .67
Namibia 0 .4 4 0 .59
Ivory Coast 0 .47 0 .6 6
Angola 0 .38 0 .45
Cameroon 0 .37 0 .52
Mali 0 .2 6 0 .3 6
Mauritania 0 .2 2 0 .3 0
Benin 0 .3 2 0 .45
Chad 0 .28 0 .38
Uganda 0 .2 6 0 .3 6
Niger 0 .23 0 .32
Burkina Faso 0 .2 2 0.31
Congo 0 .2 0 0 .24
Zimbabwe 0 .1 9 0 .27
M adagascar 0 .1 4 0 .2 0
Senegal 0 .15 0.21
Eritrea 0 .07 0 .098
Somalia 0 .05 0 .072
Algeria 0 .01 0.009
Egypt 0 .0 0 0 .0 0 0 2
O ther Africa 1.35 1.40
Total Africa 14.70 17.42
Uncertainty in: particles <2.5 (am = 50c/r: Carbon particles = 80
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Table 3.4: Estimates for Total Regional (A frica) Biomass Burning Em issions. Savanna 
A frica, All Biomass Bum ing(G lobal), and Percentage Contribution by A frica to the Global 
B udget o f  Biom ass Burning Em issions.
Species Total Africa
(current
results)
Best Estimate
Range Global
biomass
burninga
(Literature)
A frica's % 
contribution 
to global 
budget 
(Current)
Best Estimate
Range
Tg species/ vr
C arbon 1120 560 - 1679 4100 27 1 4 -4 1
C O 2 3765 2259 - 5271 13500 28 17 - 39
CO 204 82 - 327 680 30 1 2 -4 8
C H 4 7.2 4- 11 43 17 8 - 2 5
N M H C 's 7.7 2 - 14 42 18 4 - 3 3
NO* 13.2 8- 18 21 63 3 8 - 8 8
C H 3CI 0.27 0.03 - 0.5 1.1 25 3 - 4 9
C H 3 Br 0.005 0.0005-0 .01 0 .0 2 26 3 - 5 0
SO 2 1.5 0 .1 - 3 4.8 31 3 -59
n h 3 2.5 0.5 - 4 6.7 37 7 - 6 7
Aerosols
TPM 25 2 -4 7 90 28 3 - 5 2
Panicles 15 7 - 22 no data NA NA
<2.5 (im
C arbon 17 3 - 31 60 29 6 - 5 2
a. From  A ndreae et al.. 1996. 
NA- not applicable
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Figure 3.1: Biomass Burning Emissions Estimation Scheme
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Figure 3.2: Nighttime Low-Light DMSP Imagery Annual Composite 
of Fires in Africa (1986-1987)
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I tropical evergreen rainforest
n trop/subtropical evergreen  seasonal broad-leaved forest
3 subtropical evergreen rainforest
tem perate/subpolar evergreen rainforest
5 tem perate evergreen seasonal broadleaved forest, sum m er rain
6 evergreen broadleaved sclerophyllous forest, winter rain
7 tropical/subtropical evergreen needle-leaved forest
8 tem pierate/subpolar evergreen needle-leaved forest
9 tropical/subtropical drought-deciduous forest
10 cold-deciduous forest, w ith  evergreens
11 cold-deciduous forest, w ithout evergreens
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13 evergreen broadleaved sclerophyllous woodland
14, eversreen  needleleaved w oodland
15> tropical/subtropical drought-deciduous woodland
161 cold-deciduous w oodland
i t ;eversreen  broadleaved shrubland/thick. eversreen dw arf-shrublandl
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Vegetation type
g p  Tropical -evegreen broad-leaved forest 
H  Tropical drought deciduous 
| Xeromorphic woodland 
Evergreen woodland 
I broad-leaved shrubland 
: Drought deciduous shrubland 
| Xeromorphic shrubland
| Tall/ medium/ short grassland, 10-40% woody cover 
Tall/ medium grassland no woody cover 
Meadow/ short grassland, no woody cover 
desert
Figure 3.5: Reclassified 1x1 degree grid;11 broad 
vegetation types 
( based on disticnt fuel type, fuel production, and climate).
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Figure 3.6:1x1 Degree Grid Showing Distribution of Total Monthly 
Biomass Burning in Africa
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Figure 3.7:1x1 Degree Grid Showing Distribution of Total Monthly 
Biomass Burning in Africa
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Figure 3.8:1x1 Degree Grid Showing Distribution of Total Monthly 
Biomass Burning in Africa
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Figure 3.9:1x1 Degree Grid Showing Distribution of Total Monthly
Biomass Burning in Africa
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Figure 3.10:1x1 Degree Grid Showing Distribution of Total Monthly 
Biomass Burning in Africa
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Figure 3.11:1x1 Degree Grid Showing Distribution of Total Monthly 
Bomass Burning in Africa
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Figure 3.12:1x1 Degree Grid Showing Distribution of Total Monthly
Biomass Burning in Africa
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Figure 3.13:1x1 Degree Grid Showing Distribution of Total Monthly
Biomass Burning in Africa
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Figure 3.14:1x1 Degree Grid Showing Distribution of Total Monthly
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Figure 3.19: Biomass Burning Activities in Africa
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BIOGENIC SOIL- NOx EMISSIONS 
Chapter 4 
4.1. Introduction
A frica is characterized by vast savanna biom es and  distinct wet and dry 
seasons leading to w idespread burning. These characteristics have been estab lished  to 
stim ulate the production o f  soil biogenic -N O x em issions. A dditionally , Africa's 
population grow th  is expected to result in increased and im proved agricultural 
infrastructure that will rely heavily on fertilizer usage for crop production. B iogenic 
soil-N Ox em issions depend on a num ber o f  param eters, including  soil tem perature, 
soil m oisture, soil nutrients, vegetation cover, N m ineralization rates, and 
nitrification/dentrification and burning (Y ienger and Levy, 1995). M ost o f  these 
param eters are at a  level conducive to enhanced em issions in A frica. A frica’s 
clim atology, and ecosystem s will result in high soil b iogenic N O x em issions leading 
to high am bient concentrations o f  N O x, acid deposition and  tropospheric ozone. 
Increasing levels o f  ozone can im pact human health, and dam age crops (Levine et al 
1995).
This study estim ates regional, global and ecosystem  soil biogenic N O x 
em issions using a global-scale em pirical model o f  soil b iogenic N O x em issions that is 
tem perature and precipitation dependent and uses a 6 -hour averaged G C M  output for 
m eteorological forcing. The focus is on Africa's contribu tion  in order to better 
understand its biogenic em issions. New features we incorporated into the m odel 
since Y ienger and Levy (1995) include source inputs o f  m ean N O x flux from  recent 
field experim ents in Africa to estim ate em issions o f N O x follow ing burning (biom ass 
burning stim ulation). The model was designed and constructed  by Jim  Y ienger and
137
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H iram  Levy, o f the NOA A  G eophysical Fluid Dynam ics laboratory at Princeton 
U niversity , Princeton, New Jersey. Estim ates are presented for three case studies, (1) 
Past case-Pre industrial, (2) Present case, and (3) Future case o f  Soil -N O * 
em issions. The results w ill be categorized for each case by biom e and region and 
include discussion o f  the im portance o f  fertilizer use, fertilizer induced em issions, and 
total em issions.
The results are estim ated using an empirical model o f soil b iogen ic NOx 
em issions by relating em ission to biom e, soil tem peratures, precipitation and fertilizer 
application. This m odel has been designed to be used w ith global datase ts to provide 
reasonable em issions estim ates by using data from field experim ents and 
extrapolation provides reasonable estim ates in regions w ith little or no data.
4.2 BACKGROUND
Recent research has established that oxides o f  nitrogen play an im portant role 
in  regulating the chem istry o f the troposphere. G enerally, the oxides o f  nitrogen are 
expressed  as NOx (N Ox =[NO + N O 2 J) which has been directly linked to the 
oxid izing  efficiency o f  the troposphere due to its ability to regulate the concentration 
o f  ozone (O 3 ) and also that o f the hydroxyl radical (OH) (Y inger and Levy, 1995) 
N itric  oxide (NO) is an im portant species in the photochem ical production o f  ozone 
(O 3 ) in the troposphere, the chem ical production o f nitric acid (H N O 3 ) ( a com ponent 
o f  acid rain) and in the chem istry o f the hydroxyl radical (O H ) , the m ajor chem ical 
scavenger in the troposphere (Levine et.al., 1995).
It has been established that fossil fuel NOx source is both strong  and 
localized and dom inates in industrialized areas (Logan, 1983) while the soil biogenic 
em ission  source dom inates in less industrialized nations and may dom inate in remote
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tropical and agricultural areas (Y ienger and Levy, 1995). There is a growing 
aw areness o f soil biogenic -N O x, and papers have been published on em issions from 
grasslands, woodlands, savannas and forests. (Levine et al., 1995: Y ienger and Levy, 
1995)
In the last few decades, a num ber o f  studies provided estim ates o f factors 
regulating African biogenic NOx em issions. Results indicate that biogenic NOx 
em issions established that biogenic em issions are regulated by both soil moisture and 
soil nitrogen content, param eters that operate on different tem poral and spatial scales 
(Parsons, 1996; Scholes, et al., 1996). In African savannas, soil m oisture is largely 
determ ined by season, while nitrogen content is determ ined by both soil type and fire 
regime (Parsons, 1996; Fire in Southern African Savannas, 1997). A study o f 
Biogenic NO emissions from  savanna soils as a function o f fire regim e, soil type, soil 
nitrogen, and water status in Southern A frica was also conducted and many factors 
affecting em issions were established (Levine et al., 1996; Parsons et al., 1996).
Field measurements perform ed in southern A frican savannas showed that NO 
em issions were significantly enhanced by wetting and burning (Levine et al., 1996). 
The m easurem ents showed that mean background NO em issions from  dry sites 
ranged from  0.4 to 6.2 ng N m~- s 'I  and from the w etted sites ranged from 4.7-34 ng 
N m '-  s ' 1. After burning, the mean NO em issions from  the dry sites increased and 
ranged from  13.3 to 15.2 ng N m "- s '*  and from w etted sites increased, exceeding 60 
ng N m "- s ' 1. In most field m easurem ents, em issions o f  N O 2 were found to be below  
detectable limits (Levine e t al., 1996).
A irborne observations from the Nam ibian savanna show ed strong biogenic 
NOx em issions following sporadic rainfall events, during and at the end of the dry 
season. These measurements show that wetting is as im portant a source as savanna
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burning and m ay have important consequences for regional scale ozone formation. 
(H arris et al., 1996).
M ajor uncertainties underlie many aspects o f  our understanding o f  regional 
and global anthropogenic and natural contributions o f  soil biogenic N O * em issions.
A  num ber o f studies have been carried out to estim ate global NOx em issions (Y ienger 
and Levy, 1995). But most of these studies have not incorporated all param eters 
suspected o f regulating emissions. This study presents estim ates o f  soil N O x 
em issions for A frica based on calculations using all know n factors, and  com pares 
A frica’s contribution with that o f other continents. A frica’s contributions to the global 
budget are discussed.
4.3 Major Parameters Affecting Biogenic Soil NOx Emissions
The Y ienger and Levy model described below  includes four key param eters: 
"Pulsing", nitrogen fertilizer stim ulation, biom ass burning stim ulation and  canopy 
reduction (Y ienger and Levy, 1995). Each param eter is discussed briefly  below.
1. Pulsing
If a very dry soil is wetted, a large burst o r "pulse" in NOx em issions occurs 
and then decays rapidly over a time period follow ing the wetting event. This pulse is 
thought to be caused by a release o f built up inorganic nitrogen trapped on the dry soil 
and  a concurrent reactivation o f water stressed bacteria w hich then m etabolize the 
excess nitrogen (Davidson et. al., 1992). The strongest im pact is in the tropics where 
there are extended dry seasons followed by wet seasons. The first large scale 
observations o f  dry to wet season pulsing were made in Africa, w ith very strong 
em issions (20-40 ng N n r  2 s‘ l) from a 100 k m - area o f  savannas at the beginning o f 
the wet season (H arris et a l , 1993).
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2. Nitrogen Fertilizer Stimulation
It is well established that adding N fertilizer to soils increases biogenic N Ox 
em issions (Y ienger and Levy, 1995). B iological nitrification and dentrification has 
been established to depend on the form  o f fertilizer used, e ither am m onium  or nitrate 
(Y ienger and levy, 1995). Mixed form s, such as NH4 N O 3 , generate the strongest 
em issions (Y ienger and Levy, 1995). Response to fertilization has been shown to vary 
dram atically : some fields have prolonged periods o f  em ission  and others show  initial 
sharp increases that decay  over time, H ow ever, there is a general linear correlation 
betw een fertilizer use and  emission. Soil em issions (N O x) are at a m axim um  during 
the sum m er in regions o f  intensive agriculture (Y ienger and Levy, 1995).
3. Biomass Burning Stimulation
T here is a general consensus that biom ass burn ing  may enhance soil 
em issions by a factor o f  5-10 for several weeks follow ing the bum . (Johnson et.al., 
1988, A nderson et., al., 1988: Levine et al., 1990. B urning has been found to raise 
am m onium  levels in soil nutrients (Levine et al., 1990), and this has been particularly  
pronounced in tropical savannas because a m ajority o f  annual burning occurs there 
(M enaut et., al., 1991). T here is also reason to believe that burning m ay possibly 
enhance pulsing. (Y inger and Levy, 1995), while m easurem ents in A frica show ed that 
dry savannas which w ere burned and then w etted had h igher em issions than those 
w hich w ere just burned o r  wetted (Levine et, al., 1996).
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4. Canopy Reduction
Before escaping the plant canopy, som e o f  the N O x is lost by a process called 
"C anopy Reduction (CR)" (Y ienger and Levy, 1995). CR is a com bination o f losses 
resulting from diffusion o f  NO 2 through plant stom ata and direct deposition o f N O 2 
onto and through the cuticle (Y ienger and Levy, 1995). During daytim e, loss through 
the plant stom ata dom inates, while at night, loss by direct deposition dominates, 
because N O 2  is m ore abundant at night. A detailed description o f this param eter is 
given by Y ienger and Levy, 1995.
4.4 Description of Yienger and Levy Model
General Circulation Model
The biogenic soil N Ox model utilized in this study is run using winds 
generated  from the G FD L G CM  (M anabe et al., 1974; M anabe and Holloway. 1975). 
The G C M  com putes w ind fields, precipitation fields vertical and horizontal wind 
speed, and tem perature every six hours. In the vertical, there are 11 pressure levels, 
and in the horizontal, each grid is approxim ately lx l  degree. O f the 11 vertical levels 
(pressure levels, only the surface level, 990 mb is used in the biogenic source model. 
The G C M  products are stored and then used by the biogenic source model each time 
it is run. A full year o f  m eteorology from the G CM  was saved in the form o f 6-hour 
averaged wind fields and surface pressure.
The model stim ulation starts by identifying global biomes that either are 
expansive or have enough supporting em ission data to w arrant separate classification. 
These include water, ice, desert, tundra, grassland, scrub land, woodland, deciduous 
forests, coniferous forests, drought- deciduous forests, rain forests, and agricultural
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lands. O f these, w ater, ice, desert, and scrubland are assum ed to have no N O \ 
em ission. The rem aining biomes are mapped out on a Ix l degree grid using a 
sim plified version o f  the 36-type N ASA /G oddard Institute for Space S tudies (GISS) 
G lobal V egetation Index [M atthews. 1983: M athews, 1985]. Table 2 identifies which 
NASA/GISS classifications are grouped under each biom e. W orld agriculture was 
presented as an overlaying grid w ith cultivation percentages defined for each grid 
box. These param eters are scaled so that the agricultural area in each country  reflects 
statistics from the Food and A gricultural O rganization o f  the U nited N ations (FAO). 
This reduces the NASA /GISS global agricultural area from 1.75 x 10 ^ 3 to  1.41 x 
1013 m2 .
The em pirical relationships used to com pute the em ission are o f  the form
F = fw/d x P x C R  (4-1)
w here: F = flux
fw/d (soil tem perature, A w/d(Biom e)) = som e
function either constant, linear, o r exponential
A w /d(Biom e) = coefficient w hich distinguishes
between biomes.
w/d = soil moisture state:
w = wet
d = dry
P (precipitation) =  a scalar factor used to adjust the 
flux in the event o f  a pulse
CR (LA I, SAI) = a scalar reduction factor that accounts 
for uptake o f NOx by the plant canopy.
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The model calculates em issions every 6 hours for one year, using tem perature 
and precipitation fields from a parent general circulation model (G CM ). G C M  data  is 
required because synoptic scale observed tem perature and precipitation data are not 
readily available and this tim e resolution is used to drive the pulsing schem e, estim ate 
soil m oistures, and reduce the system atic underestim ation caused by applying long 
term  averaged data to a non-linear tem perature/N O x flux relationship. The G C M  can 
generate synoptic scale features o f  the Earth's clim ate such as transient m id-latitude 
cyclones, and is also reliable fo r sim ulating the migration o f  the intertropical 
convergence zone (ITCZ), an im portant feature associated with w etting and d ry ing  in 
the tropics and is the major source o f  pulsing em issions. H owever, the G CM  does not 
have diurnal isolation and can not realistically sim ulate atm ospheric fluctuations w ith 
tim e scales less than 6 hours o r  spatial scales less than 300 km .
The em ission model requires soil tem peratures not readily obtainable from  the 
G C M . The surface tem peratures carried in the G CM  do not include biom e 
param eterization and therefore, cannot account for the large effect vegetation has on 
soil tem perature. Instead, the low est model level air tem peratures are converted to soil 
tem peratures as follows. In w et soils, the em pirical relationships was used and in dry 
soils 5°C are added to the m odel temperature, based on field observations. D ry soils 
regardless o f  temperature, are relatively insignificant in the global budget. B elow , the 
derivation o f  each com ponent in the equation above is presented.
4.4.1 Pulsing
A fter every 6 hours, a grid  box is defined as either wet or dry to determ ine 
w hether o r not to allow pulsing at the next step. A soil is considered dry in the sense 
that it will pulse when wetted, if  it receives less than 1 cm o f  precipitation in the
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previous 2 w eeks. In the model, a soil will pulse if  it receives sufficient rainfall. 
B elow  is the general pulsing schem e used in the model. In the model, a pulse will 
occur if  a dry grid  box receives sufficient rainfall. To param eterize the required 
rainfall, as well as the pulse’s m agnitude and duration, the m odel relies on qualitative 
fitting to experim entally  docum ented pulses. Below  is the general pulsing schem e 
used in the m odel.
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Table 4.1 Four Step Pulse Scheme.
Rain Rate, cm /day Pulse Description
< 0 .1 no pulse (assum e evaporation)
0 .1 < rain < 0.5 "sprinkle," a 3-day pulse starting x 5
with exponential decay
0.5 < rain < 1.5 "shower," 1-week pulse starting at x 10
with exponential decay
1.5 < rain "heavy rain," 2-week pulse starting at
x 15 with exponential decay
The m odel utilizes exponential decay because pulsing is correlated with soil 
drying and under ideal situations (i.e. constant sun, temperature, and relative
hum idity), soil m oisture w ould decrease exponentially Fitting exponential curves to 
these param eters, gives precipitation (P) values as:
No pulse
P (precipitation) = 1.0 (4-2)
"Sprinkle"
P (precipitation) = 11.19 x e ‘0-805[day-l] x t ( I< t< 3) (4-3)
"Shower"
P (precipitation) = 14.68 x e ‘0-384[day-l] x t (1 < t<7) (4-4)
"H eavy rain"
P (precipitation) = 18.46 x e '0-208 [day-l] x t ( l< t<  14> (4-5)
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where t is days, with the pulse beginning at t = I and counting up through its duration. 
These functions provide scalar factors (between 1 and 15) which are applied directly  
in (4-1). T here can be no pulse initiation in a "wet" soil but if the pulse-causing rain 
is substantial enough to change the m oisture state from  dry to wet, o r if the m oisture 
state changes am idst a pulse, then the pulse will still occur (or continue) and decay 
uninterrupted as described by (4-3), (4-4), o r (4-5).
4.4.2 Temperature Dependencies, fw/d (Soil Temperature, Aw/d (Biome)
The soil tem perature/flux dependence dim inishes from exponential to linear w ith 
decreasing soil moisture. It is not possible to explicitly include soil moisture in a soil 
tem perature/flux relationship; however, one can fit a separate exponential for "wet" 
soils and linear form for "dry" soils. The "wet" category includes inundated soils and 
that neglect the possibility that saturation decreases em issions (except for a simple 
implicit treatm ent in tropical rain forests and rice fields to be described later) because 
this state is presently too difficult to resolve on a global scale. This om ission may 
cause a slight overestim ate o f  emission, but the e rro r should be minim al because h igh 
evaporation rates in non-rain forest tropical biom es (i.e., most error w ould be during 
the tropical savanna wet season) routinely drop soil moistures to as low as 2%, even 
during the w et season
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(a) Wet Soils:
fw (soil tem perature. A w  (biome) for three soil tem perature intervals, cold- 
linear (0-10 °C), and optim al (>30 °C), are defined as:
0.28 x Aw (biom e) X T  (4-6)
fw (T, Aw (biom e)) [ ng N /  s] = Aw (biom e ) x e (0-103 ±  0.04) x T  (4 . 7 )
21.97x A w (biom e) (4-8)
where: Aw (biome) = "wet" biom e coefficien t analogous to the
A in (1)
T  = soil tem perature in degrees Celsius.
A ssume em issions from  w et soils between 10 0 and 30 °C are characterized by 
(1) and that k is a global constant. The weighted average k (0.103 + 0.04 one sigm a) 
o f  the data shows all reported exponential tem perature dependencies, yields a general 
dependence. The range o f  10 0 to 30 °C corresponds to the range at which ail 
dependencies were consistent. For tem peratures betw een 0 0 and 1 0 ’C, a sim ple 
"cold-linear" relationship betw een the flux com puted by the exponential at 10 ’C and 
zero flux at 0 °C was derived. For temperatures above 30 °C, a tem perature 
independent "optimal" flux as the flux com puted by the exponential at 30 aC in (4-8) 
was defined, where 21.97 is m erely the exponential term  w ith 30 °C substituted in for 
tem perature. Below 0 °C (it is assum ed em issions are zero  because they are 
insignificant for the purposes o f  this global source).
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A w (biom e) coefficients w ere calculated for each biome (except) for rain forests 
and agricultural soils) by applying available m ean soil tem perature and N O x flux data 
to (4-6 to 4-8) and talcing the m ean o f  the subsequent set o f In (A w (biom e)) values.
For agricultural soils, A w (agricultural) w as made linearly depended on N 
fertilizer rate and constrain it to force a 2.5% loss o f  applied N fertilizer annually per 
grid box:
A w (agriculture) [ ng N / m ^ s]
= A w (grassland) [ ng N /  m -s] +  S x Fetrate [ ng N /  s] (4-9)
w here the "intercept" is A w  (grassland) and the slope S (ng N  /  m -s  / Kg N / 
ha /  m onth) is calculated for each grid box to force a 2.5 % loss o f  fertilizer, because 
available estim ates cluster around this percentage. The monthly fertilizer rates w ere 
derived by using FAO statistics o f  each  country annual fertilizer use, and assum ing 
that all fertilizer is broadcast uniform ly during the grow ing season (defined as M ay- 
A ugust for the northern tem perate zone (above 30 5N), N ovem ber-February for the 
southern tem perate zone (below  30°S), and year-round for the trop ics (30°N-30°S). It 
was assum ed that fertilization elevates soil n itrogen to constant levels during the 
grow ing season, and that during the off-season, no residual fertilizer rem ains, so that 
soils em it as grassland. W hile not physically true, this assum ption is reasonable 
because off-season croplands have been show n to em it on the sam e o rder of 
m agnitude as grassland. All crop types were treated the same w ith the exception o f  
rice, w hich em its much less N O x than other crops because o f soil inundation. Based 
on research the model reduced the fertilizer loss rate and the background em ission 
rate for rice by a factor of 30 and defined agriculture in the region 0°-35 °N and 80"-
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140 E to be all rice, and in the region 0°-35 °N and 6CT-80 5E to be one-half rice. 
The form er box covers the main rice-producing areas o f  southeast Asia and Japan, 
and the latter box covers the mixed growing region o f  central and eastern India.
(b) Dry Soils:
In dry soils the soil tem perature/N O x flux correlation is weak to non existent. 
Therefore only two temperature regim es were defined for t'd ( T. Ad (biom e): cold- 
linear (0-30°C) and optimal (>30°C:
fd ( T, A d(biom e)[ ng N /  m - s] = Ad (biome) x T  /  30 (4-11 a)
or = Ad (biom e) (4-11 b)
w here: Ad (biome) = the "optional" flux, or the average o f all fluxes recorded
over 30°C, and T is soil tem perature in degrees Celsius.
The "cold-linear" formulation is analogous to wet soils, except that the upper 
limit extends to the optimal temperature, thus cutting out the exponential dependence.
Com putation of the Ad (biome)/s is difficult because there are only scattered 
NOx m easurem ents from dry grasslands (and one from a drought-deciduous forest). 
For natural biomes without dry data, the wet em ission data were divided by three, 
assum ing a moisture dependence consistent with that observed in grasslands. For dry 
agriculture, we use (4-6 to 4-8) because em ission response to fertilizer in dry soils has 
not yet been exam ined and it is very possible that the grassland moisture dependence 
is not valid  in this complex system. If agriculture follows the pattern observed in 
grassland and has lower "dry" em issions, the param eterization might be considered
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high during dry periods. However, since annual em issions were set as a percentage o f 
the yearly applied fertilizer, this will act only to sm ooth out em issions over the year 
and not actually cause an overall increase. Furtherm ore, it is probable that much of 
the fertilized dry agricultural land would be irrigated.
(c) Tropical Evergreen Rain Forests:
Tropical rain forests are unique because o f  no correlation betw een temperature
a
and em ission, even at tem peratures well below 30 C Therefore we set fw/d  (soil 
tem perature, Ad (b io m e )) constant with respect to soil moisture condition: 8.6 ng 
N /m ^ s for dry soils and 2.6  ng N /m ^ s for w et soils.
These values reflect the average rain forest em issions recorded during the wet 
and dry season in Venezuela. The apparent inversion w ith other biom es (that is, 
greater emissions in the dry season as opposed to the wet season) is a result o f the 
alm ost constant soil inundation during the wet season The dry season is drier, but 
still somewhat rainy, consequently the soil m oisture only drops to levels considered 
optim al for NOx em ission, som ew here between 10% and 18%. The m odel is forced to 
em it at the dry soil rate for the five contiguous driest months, regardless o f the actual 
m odel soil moisture state. However, the soil still m ust m eet the requirem ents for 
pulsing.
4.4.3 Canopy Reduction, CR ( LAI, SA1)
Canopy reduction is a function o f five key variables, surface O 3 , NO soil
em ission, leaf resistance to deposition, canopy residence time and leaf area index 
(LAI). Surface O 3 and NO em ission determine the inter-canopy N O 2 /  N O x ratio, and 
the other three determ ine the effect o f the canopy for N O 2 uptake. However, the 
schem e established is not practical for global inventories because it relies on
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experim ental m easurem ents o f  vertical transfer rates and NCH deposition velocities.
The only reliable param eters available globally, which are linked to CR. are leaf and 
stom atal areas. Therefore, the model ignores NO2 /  N O x ratio, canopy residence 
tim e, and stom atal resistance, and m odels the canopy as a sim ple "gray absorber" o f  
N O 2  dependent only on LAI and the product o f LAI and the ratio o f  stom atal area to 
leaf area (product defined as the stom atal area index (SA1). It is reasonable to assum e 
the am ount o f  N O x lost in a canopy is roughly dependent on the total lea f (cuticle)
and stom atal area. For sim plicity, the model uses an exponential decay model, 
assum ing that stom ata and cuticle absorb a constant fraction o f NO2  they encounter 
and are distributed uniform ly throughout canopy. Then, considering an idealized case 
o f  only cuticle absorption at night and stom atal absorption during the day, the daily 
averaged flux escape efficiency, or CRF(LAI, SAI) was defined as:
F from  canopy = F from soil x[ 0.5 e-(ks * SAI) + e .(kc x L A I) ,
= F from  soil x CRF (LAI, SAI) (4-12)
where ks and kc = some "stomata" and "cuticle" absorptivity  
constants
and [0.5 e-(^ s x SAI) + e .(kc x LAI) ] js applied to (4-1) as 
CR(LA I, SAI) and was referred to as the Canopy reduction factor or 
CRF).
The rate o f  NO2 consum ption is controlled by inter-stom atal kinetics, w hich in turn 
is controlled by stom atal resistance to deposition, NO2 /  N O x partitioning, and 
vertical transfer rates.
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4.4.4 Biomass Burning Stimulation:
A change was made to the already existing model to incorporate biom ass 
burning using better inform ation that is now available from  literature (Levine et al., 
1996). From  literature, biom ass burning seem s to stim ulate em issions by at least an 
average factor o f  3. In the absence o f  enough data, a factor o f  5 or 10 had been 
suggested (Y ienger and  Levy, 1995).
Table 4.2: Biom ass B urning Effect on Flux o f  Soil B iogenic N O x Em issions.
Before Before A fter A fter
Burning-D ry Burning-W et B urning-D ry Bum ing-W et
Sites Sites Sites Sites
M ean B ackground NO 
Em issions ng N m '2  s ' 1
0.4-6.2 4.7-34 13.3-15.2 >6o
The flux then becom es three tim es (Flux F = F x 3 in equation (4-1)) 
i.e., if the grid bum s, then the em issions are stim ulated by a factor o f  3. A grid was 
defined to bum  if its precipitation was less than 25 mm/ year.
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4.5 EXPERIMENT CASE STUDIES
Cases 1, 2 and 3 give the best estim ates for Past Case-Pre industrial. Present 
Case, and Future Case o f  Soil -N O x em issions. The results are categorized for each 
case by biome and region and include discussion o f  the im portance o f  fertilizer use, 
fertilizer induced em issions, and total em issions. The importance o f  the biogenic 
source relative to other sources is d iscussed in C hapter 5. The Pre-industrial case 
(Case 1) was com puted by replacing current agriculture in the world with the 
N ASA /GISS pre industrial land types, and the future case (Case 3) was com puted by 
raising fertilizer rates to projections o f  L ashof and Tirpak (1990).
4.6 RESULTS and DISCUSSION
The pattern o f  em issions presented here (Fig 4 .1 ,4 .2  and 4.3) is in qualitative 
agreem ent with that o f  Y ienger and Levy (1995). The com puted annual em issions are 
slightly higher, how ever because Y ienger and Levy did not include biom ass burning 
stim ulation in their prim ary function (Equation 4-1). This source was ignored due to 
lack o f  data needed to make a reliable param etization at the time o f  the study. Several 
recent global experim ents have provided flux rates and em ission factors w hich allow 
inclusion o f  this im portant effect in the calculations presented here.
Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 show  annual global distribution o f soil biogenic N O x 
em issions for the preindustrial, present case (1995), and future case (2020) 
respectively. Figures 4.4, 4.4, and 4 .6  show  m onthly distribution o f soil biogenic N O x 
em issions for the three cases studied for the month o f January. July em issions for the 
three cases are highlighted in figures 4 .7 , 4.8, and 4.9. To better understand 
continental contributions to the soil biogenic N O x em issions, graphs were plotted in
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Figures 4 .10, 4 .11,4 .1 2 , show ing individual continental sources by percentage 
contribution. Fertilizer induced continental contributions are shown in Figures 4.13 
and  4 .14 for 1995 and 2020. Biome source contributions are shown in figures 4.15, 
4 .16, and 4.17.
C ase I:
Pre industrial em issions o f soil N Ox (Fig 4.1) are mainly confined to the 
tropics. The com puted global total o f  4.5 Tg N /yr for the pre industrial case is less 
than the present day scenario if  all fertilizer w ould be removed. This effect is due to 
anthropogenic conversion o f  low N O x em itting forests into higher em itting grasslands 
and  pastures. Areas such as A frica and India have experienced the largest increases in 
conversion o f biom e types due to anthropogenic deforestation. Figure 4.15 shows the 
strongest biom e emitters. G lobally, A frica ( 32% ), South East Asia (31% ), and South 
A m erica (19) were the strongest regional em itters (Figure 4.10 ).
C ase 2:
The Present day em issions scenario is quite different from the Pre industrial 
case (Case 1). M assive changes in advances in agricultural technology prom pted by 
large population increases have been accom panied by the increased use o f  fertilizer 
and biom ass burning in w hich forest land is converted into pastures and fields. The 
w orld 's forest and w oodland areas have been reduced 15% since 1850, prim arily to 
accom m odate the expansion o f  cultivated lands (W orld Resources Institute and 
International Institute for Environm ent and Developm ent, 1989). For exam ple in 
w estern Africa, 70% o f the forested area that existed at the beginning o f the century 
has already been cleared. (D elm as et al., 1995)
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Low er em itting forests are being constantly  converted  into h igher em itting 
grasslands and pastures, particularly in South  America, specifically  Brazil. A frica and 
parts o f South East Asia. W hile em issions from  the three con tinen ts above have 
increased (F igure 4.2), the largest increases have been in Europe and North A m erica, 
largely as a result o f  huge fertilizer usage. G lobally, A frica ( 37% ), South Am erica 
(19%), and Europe (14% ) were the strongest regional em itte r (F igure 4 .10  ). This can 
be attributed to the rice developm ents o f  the region. The h igh  em issions from Europe 
are due to heavy fertilizer use. Forests and  Tundra and natural biom es 3 0° polew ard 
are all less im portant than tropical areas despite their huge landm ass.
Case 3:
The pattern o f  em issions in the future case are s im ilar to the present day case, 
but net annual em issions are expected to m ore than double those o f  the pre industrial 
case by the year 2 0 2 0 , due to increasing use o f  fertilizer in business as usual scenario . 
D eveloping areas such as Africa, India and South A m erica w ill experience the largest 
increase (figure 4.3). By 2020, A frica ( 33% ), Europe (19% ), and South Am erica 
(17%) are predicted to be the strongest regional em itters (F igure 4.12 ).
In the tropics, em issions are strong because year round  w arm th stim ulates vast 
savannas and rain forests, as well as scattered  but not sign ifican t agriculture. The 
model generates three quarters o f global pulsing em issions in the tropics, suggesting 
that the ITCZ m igration allow s a greater am ount o f  land to  dry  out thoroughly before 
w etting than do m id-latitude transient d isturbances. Savanna grasslands are the m ost 
im portant tropical biom e and account for nearly half o f  all tropical soil biogenic NOx- 
M ost o f this com es from the large belt o f  A frican savannas betw een 0°-20°N, w hich 
forms the single largest continental-scale contributor in the w orld. A reduction in
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tropical em issions is consistent w ith the reduction o f tropical forests due to 
deforestation activities.
The present contribution o f  Soil-N O x to the total NOx budget is quite 
significant. In the tropics, the influence o f  the inter tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) 
is especially  evident in Africa. The w et savannas o f the Northern H em isphere account 
for w ell over 75% o f the regions total N O x em issions source, whereas the lower 
em itting  dry season savannas account for only 15%. This large d ifference is 
enhanced  by the inverse seasonality o f  the biomass burning NOx source (direct 
em issions NOx from  fire, which is different from biom ass burning stim ulation of 
b iogenic em issions), w hich is very strong in the dry season when the biogenic source 
is very  weak.
In all three cases, sum m er em issions are higher than winter em issions due to 
stim ulation by warm  tem peratures, heavy rainfall and biom ass burning effects which 
are all at an optim um  during the sum m er months (Figures 4 .4  to 4.9). Ju ly  em issions 
are h igher than January em issions.
Fertilizer induced emissions
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show  regional contributions to the global budget o f 
fertilizer induced em issions o f soil biogenic NOx for the present day (1995) and 
future case (2020) respectively. Figure 4.13 shows that the ch ief fertilizer induced 
em itters are Europe, N orth A m erica and East Asia at 41% , 20% and 19% o f the 
w orld 's use o f fertilizer. This data is consistent with fertilizer usage by these well 
developed regions. A frica clearly plays an insignificant role in this situation, with 
fertilizer em issions at only 4% (Figure 4.13). In the y ear 2020, the ch ie f fertilizer 
users and em itters will be Europe, South East Asia and East Asia at 37% , 18% and 
18% respectively (Figure 4.14). A gain Africa is not expected to contribute 
significantly  in fertilizer induced em issions by the year 2 0 2 0 .
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4.7 Uncertainties and Errors
A large num ber o f  assum ptions and approxim ations were made estim ating soil 
-N O x biogenic em issions. The am ount o f data available at the tim e o f  com putations 
although more than previous studies is still not sufficient enough to allow  erro r limits 
to be assigned with reasonable scientific precision. However, the results are probably 
the best they can be at this time taking into consideration the lim itations placed by 
lack o f enough background data. Agriculture and tropical biom es present the largest 
biom e related uncertainties. These biomes have a large spatial variation and a  vast in 
area and have the least inform ation to provide reliable estimations. At this tim e it 
w ould probably be correct to assum e results are good to a factor o f  two.
Summary
In this study, estim ates o f  regional, global and ecosystem  soil biogenic N O x 
em issions are made using a global-scale em pirical model o f  soil biogenic N O x 
em issions that is tem perature and precipitation dependent and uses a 6-hour averaged 
G CM  output for m eteorological forcing. The focus is on Africa's contribution in 
o rder to better understand biogenic emissions from Africa. New features incorporated 
into the model since Y ienger and Levy (1995) include biomass burning stim ulation 
(the soil em issions following burning). The best annual estim ate for w orld em issions 
is 8.7 Tg N (N Ox) with a range o f  6.5-10.9 Tg N annually. The results show that on a 
global scale A frica is the greatest continental soil biogenic N O x em itter contributing 
37% . The other continents. South America, Europe, North Am erica, South Asia, 
A ustralia and East Asia yield 19%, 14%, 9%, 7%, 7% and 6% respectively (Figure 
4.11). The most strongly em itting biomes are tropical rain forests, agricultural 
activities and temperate regions, which accounted for 49%, 14%, and 21% o t the
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total em issions respectively (F igure 4.16). Biomass burning is significant in 
enhancing soil biogenic em issions by stim ulating em issions following bum  periods. 
By the year 2020, global em issions are estim ated to increase to 12 Tg N annually, 
w ith Africa still as the largest continental source at 32%  (Figure 4.12)
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Figure 4.1: Past Case Pre Industrial Annual Soil • NOx Emissions
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Figure 4.2: Present Day Case (1995) Annual Soil - NOx Emissions
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Figure 4.3: Future Case (2020) Annual Soil - NOx Emissions
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Figure 4.4: Past Case Pre Industrial January Soil - NOx Emissions
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Figure 4.5: Present Day Case (1995) January Soil - NOx Emissions
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Figure 4.6: Future Case (2020) January Soil - NOx Emissions
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Figure 4.7: Past Case Pre Industrial July Soil - NOx Emissions
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Figure 4.8: Present Day Case (1995) July Soil - NOx Emissions
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Figure 4.9: Future Case (2020) July Soil - NOx Emissions
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Figure 4.10: Total Global Biogenic Soil NOx Emissions 
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Figure 4.11: Total Global Biogenic Soil- No  ^ Emissions:
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Figure 4.12: Total Global Biogenic Soil- NOx Emissions:
Regional Contribution
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Figure 4.13: Total Global Fertilizer Induced Biogenic Soil- NOx
Emissions:Regional Contribution
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Figure 4.14: Total Global Fertilizer Induced Biogenic Soil- NOx
Emissions: Regional Contribution
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Figure 4.15: Sources of Biogenic Soil emissions
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Figure 4.16: Sources of Biogenic Soil- NO  ^ Emissions
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Figure 4.17: Sources of Biogenic Soil NO  ^ Emissions:
Biome Source Contribution
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Chapter 5 
CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction
This section covers the relative im portance o f the sources o f  gases and 
particulates in this study, in the form o f relative contributions to the regional budget 
and an overall assessm ent o f  the importance o f  Africa as a regional and global source 
o f  atm ospheric gases and particulates. Table 5.1 shows A frican fossil fuel, biogenic, 
b iom ass burning, total em issions, and all anthropogenic sources em issions (an 
assessm ent o f  Africa's im portance as a regional and global source o f  trace gases and 
particulates).
Presently there are three major anthropogenic sources o f  atm ospheric gases 
and particulates in Africa: fossil fuel consumption, soil biogenic em issions, and 
biom ass burning. This research has established the order o f  im portance o f  these 
sources on the African continent. Biomass burning predom inates for all species 
investigated in this study. The biomass burning source is so im portant that more than 
11% w ith a range o f 8-14% o f  the world’s total anthropogenic COo production is 
from  Biom ass burning in Africa. The fossil fuel source is w eak and the biogenic 
source, w hile being the strongest single continental source o f  soil biogenic NOx, is 
relatively sm all com pared to the biomass burning source. The fossil fuel source 
though sm all is localized and dominates in more industrialized countries (MIC), while 
the biom ass burning source dominates in countries where clim ate, vegetation and 
socio factors are conducive to burning, particularly those lying in the savanna belt o f 
Africa. The biogenic source is strong in tropical and agricultural lands.
177
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Table 5 .1: Continued. A n A ssessm ent o f  Africa’s Im portance as a Regional and 
G lobal Source of Trace G ases and Particulates. A frican Fossil Fuel, Biogenic, 
B iom ass Burning, Total Em issions, and All A nthropogenic Sources Em issions
Species Total Total A frica Total All A frica’s % A frica’s
Africa Range anthropogenic contribution G lobal %
Best sources 1 to the global Contribution
Estimate budget Range
Tg species/ yr
C O 2 5382 3767 - 6997 33700 16.0 11 -21
C O 204 82 - 326 1600 13 5 - 2 1
C H 4 12 7 -  17 275 5 3 - 7
C H 3CI 0.27 0.05 - 0.49 1.1 25 3- 48
C H 3 Br 0.005 0.0005 - 0.01 0.11 5 0.5 - 10
N M H C 's 8 2 -  14 100 8 2 - 14
N O x 23 7 - 3 9 70 33 1 0 -5 6
SO 2 1.5 0 .2 - 3 160 I 0.1 - 2
N H 3 2.5 0
 
Ln 1 Ul 57 5 1 - 9
Aerosols
T PM 25 3 - 4 8 390 7 1 - 13
particles 15 8 - 2 3 240 6 3 - 9
<2.5 pm
C arbon 17 3 - 3 1 90 20 4 - 3 6
1. Sources for this data are discussed in Andreae et al., 1996
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Table 5.1: C ontinued. An A ssessm ent of A frica’s Importance as a Regional and 
G lobal Source o f  Trace G ases and Particulates. A frican Fossil Fuel, Biogenic.T w
B iom ass Burning, Total Em issions, and All A nthropogenic Sources Em issions
Species Total
A frica
Best
Estim ate
Total Africa 
Range
Total All 
anthropogenic 
sources ^
Africa's % 
contribution 
to the global 
budget
Africa's 
G lobal % 
Contribution 
Range
Tg species/ y r
C 0 2 5382 3767 - 6997 33700 16.0 11 -21
CO 204 82 - 326 1600 13 5 - 2 1
C H 4 12 7 -  17 275 5 3 - 7
C H 3CI 0.27 0.05 - 0 .49 l . l 25 3 -4 8
C H 3B r 0.005 0.0005 - 0.01 0.11 5 0.5 - 10
N M H C 's 8 2 -  14 100 8 2 - 14
N O x 23 7 - 3 9 70 33 1 0 -5 6
SO 2 1.5 0 .2 - 3 160 1 0 . 1 - 2
N H 3 2.5 0 .5 - 5 57
Aerosols
5 1 - 9
TPM 25 3 - 4 8 390 7 1 - 13
particles 
<2.5 Jim
15 8 - 2 3 240 6 3 - 9
Carbon 17 3 - 3 1 90 20 4 - 3 6
I. Sources for this data are discussed in Andreae e t ai„ 1996
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Africa as a Regional Source of Atmospheric Gases and Particulates.
The partitioning o f  biom ass burning species em issions by source in order to 
evaluate the regional budget is very im portant. This research suggests that the 
biom ass burning source is both strong and localized and dom inates in Africa. The 
biom ass burning source o f  gases and particulate in Africa w hich is dom inated by 
savanna vegetation burning is increasingly important. There is a strong seasonal cycle 
of em issions between the N orthern hem isphere (January to June) and Southern 
hem isphere (July to N ovem ber). An assessm ent o f Africa's regional budget illustrates 
the follow ing interesting results:
A. Fossil Fuel Source
T his study confirm s that Africa is not an im portant source o f global gases 
(CO 2 , C H 4 , and N Ox) from fossil fuel com bustion or energy related sources. Total 
CO 2 em issions from fossil fuel com bustion in Africa in 1994 were 1617 ±  97 Tg 
C 02- This represents a 6 ±  0.4%  o f global fossil fuel carbon dioxide, and 5 ±  0.3% 
contribution to the global total all anthropogenic carbon dioxide budget. The estimate 
was slightly  higher than the 3 % anticipated (M arland et al„ 1995). A frica's 
contribution to the C O 2 global budget is expected to increase from  6 % in 1994 to 
approxim ately 9% with a range o f  8-10% by the year 2020. C h ie f national 
contributors to the regional CO 2  budget were, Algeria, Libya, A ngola , South Africa , 
M orocco, and Egypt. As expected, high national em issions w ere directly linked to 
high G N P and higher population.
Partitioning by source for CO2 to the African regional budget was 30%  (with 
range 28-32% ) fossil fuel and 70% (range 42-98% ) biomass burning. W hile the 
biomass burning source is much stronger, the fossil fuel source is very im portant to 
global w arm ing because it represents a net source o f CO 2 , about 5% (range 4-6% ) of
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global anthropogenic C 0 2 - The fossil fuel N O x is almost insignificant as N O x 
em issions are dom inated by biom ass burning source in A frica. Relative contributions 
to the A frican regional anthropogenic induced NOx em issions are: 4  ±  0.3 % fossil 
fuel. 77%  biomass burning and 18% soil biogenic source. N O x em issions from fossil 
fuel electricity  generation in 1994 for Africa were 813 ±  70 G g N O x . In 1994, A frica 
was responsible for 4 ±  0.3 % o f  global fossil fuel NOx budget, and I ±  0.08 % o f  the 
g lobal total anthropogenic N O x. The methane budget is also dom inated by biom ass 
burning w ith  the relative proportions to the African regional budget standing at 41±  
12% fossil fuel source and  59 ±  41%  biom ass burning source. In 1994, CH4  
em issions in Africa w ere 5 ±  2 T g  CH4 . A frica contributed 4  ±  1.2% to the global 
fossil fuel methane total. This fossil fuel source represents about 2 ±  0.6% o f global 
anthropogenic total.
T he production o f  other species from fossil fuel consum ption in Africa is 
currently  at insignificant contributions. It can be fairly assum ed that nearly all 
anthropogenic CO, C H 3 CI, C H 3Br, N M H C’s, SO 2 , N H 3 , and aerosols is from 
biom ass burning. But N M H C ’s from  biom ass burning are a larger fraction o f the 
g lobal em issions than m ethane. W hile fossil fuel and energy related em issions in 
A frica w ill continue to increase, Africa will still not be m ajor source in this area even 
by the year 2020. The fossil fuel and energy source dom inates in the more 
industrialized countries (M IC) in Africa.
B. Biogenic source
A frica is an im portant source o f biogenic soil NOx . A frica currently 
dom inates the soil biogenic N O x source has done so even in pre industrial times and 
will continue to be the leading continental source even by the year 2020. The most
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strongly em itting biom es were tropical rain forests, and savanna. Fertilizer induced 
em issions in A frica lag behind those o f  o the r continents as A frica 's consum es the least 
am ount o f  fertilizer in the w orld (Lashof and Tirpak, 1990).
C. Biomass Burning Source
This research suggests that the biom ass burning source is both strong and 
localized and dom inates in Africa. The biom ass burning source o f  gases and 
particulates in Africa is very important. T he influence o f  gases and particulate 
em issions by the savanna vegetation burning is predom inant. B iom ass burn ing  source 
is the strongest o f  all gaseous and particulate sources in A frica.
Africa as a Global Source of Atmospheric Gases and Particulates.
An overall assessm ent o f Africa's contribution to the global species budget is 
presented in Table 5.1. An assessm ent o f  the Africa's contribu tion  to the overall 
global trace gases and particulates yields both  new findings and confirm s som e older 
speculations.
A frica is a significant global source o f  the follow ing gases, C O 2 , C O , C H 3CI, 
N O x, and carbon particulates (Table 5 .1). From  a global perspective, A frica's 
contribution to the anthropogenic carbon dioxide, carbon m onoxide, and N Ox 
budgets, is stronger than anticipated (A ndreae et al., 1996; Z enker et al., 1996). The 
estim ates presented here confirm  suggestions that A frica m ight be a m ajor source o f 
m ethyl brom ide and particulates (Rudolph, 1995; Remer, 1996).
A frica’ s global significance has been dem onstrated to be overw helm ing in this 
study, as more than 11% (range of 8-14% ) o f  the world's total anthropogenic C O 2 
production is from B iom ass burning in A frica. Africa is a significant source o f  C O 2 
em issions contributing m ore than 16% (range 11-21%) o f the w orld 's total 
anthropogenic carbon dioxide. The CO contribution is nearly 13% (range 5-21% ).
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T hese gases are likely to have a significant impact on both regional and global 
atm osphere, chem istry and clim ate (W hitlock et al, 1996). A frica's contribution to the 
problem  o f global w arm ing could be quite significant. A better understanding o f  the 
im pact on global chem istry and clim ate must be assessed using the inform ation 
provided here as a source term in chem ical transport m odels.
Net atmospheric CC2 emissions from biomass burning
In com puting net atm ospheric C Q i emissions due to biom ass burning, the 
partitioning by source m ust be considered (The net atm ospheric C O 2 em ission is the 
am ount o f  C 0 2  released by biom ass burning that is not reincorporated in the 
b iosphere via photosynthesis). W hile this research indicates that the production o f 
C O 2  from  biom ass burning is significant, the value reported is a gross amount o f  
C O 2 . The broad classes o f  biom ass burning considered in this study are savanna, 
forest, agricultural residues, and fiielwood, and each one o f  these has a different 
im pact on net C O 2 em issions and this w ill be discussed below . It is im portant to note 
that re-incorporation into the biosphere only pertains to C O 2 , not the other gaseous 
em issions o f biom ass burning.
The burning o f  savanna areas in tropical and subtropical form ations with 
continuous grass coverage results in the instantaneous em issions o f  carbon dioxide. 
H ow ever, the vegetation re-grows betw een burning cycles, so the carbon dioxide 
released into the atm osphere is reincorporated in the biosphere during the next 
vegetation grow th period. Net C C b em issions are therefore assum ed to be zero. For 
agricultural residue burning, the C O 2  released is not considered to be net em ission 
because the biomass burned is generally replaced by re-grow th over the subsequent 
year. An equivalent am ount o f carbon is removed from the atm osphere during this 
regrow th, to offset the total carbon released from com bustion. Since savanna and
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agricultural residues account to r 64%  and 1% (Figure 3.19) o f total biom ass burning 
in Africa, 65%  o f the em issions o f  C 0 2  are not net emissions.
This assum ption has been m ade by assum ing that the follow ing issues are 
unim portant and can be assum ed to have zero effect..
1. Som e crop residues are rem oved from  the fields and burned as a source o f 
energy, especially in developing countries in Africa
2. Long term  changes in soil carbon are certainly possible as a result o f 
agricultural practices. In land use change and forestry, there is a general assum ption 
that soil carbon is gradually lost from  agricultural lands over many years after forests 
are cleared (EPCC, 1995). D epending on the specific agricultural and soil 
m anagem ent practices (including burning), there may be a variety o f  effects on soil 
carbon. R epeated burning o f savannas and crop residues in fields, for exam ple, may 
cause an increase in the am ount o f  carbon stored in the soil over time. This issue 
requires further research and m ay lead to more detailed em issions estim ation methods 
in the future.
3. A gricultural practices such as overgrazing which degrade the productivity 
o f  grasslands o r other agricultural lands, reduce the am ount of aboveground biom ass 
w hich re-grow s. These could be considered sources o f  gradual em issions o f  carbon 
dioxide. This effect is not included in the basic calculations, but could be included in 
more refined calculations.
4. A sim ilar long-term  effect can be observed from savanna burning. If the 
savannas are burned too frequently, com plete regrowth may not occur. In this 
situation, grasslands can degrade over tim e, resulting in long-term losses o f  both 
above ground and soil carbon.
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5. Carbon m ight be sequestered through the use o f agricultural residues to 
m ake durable products (e.g., bricks, com posite boards). The assum ption is that the 
carbon sequestered in such activities on an annual basis is small, and can  be ignored 
in the calculations. As the stocks o f  such products are not significantly increasing or 
decreasing over tim e, ignoring them  as net sources is acceptable.
Forest and Fuel wood
This category includes conversion o f existing forests and natural grasslands to 
o ther land uses, such as agriculture. Forests can be cleared to convert land to a wide 
variety  o f other uses, including agriculture, highways, urban developm ent, etc. In all 
cases there is a net carbon release to the atmosphere w hich should be accounted for in 
this calculation. T he predom inant curren t cause o f forest clearing in A frica is 
conversion to pasture and cropland in the tropics (Levine 1995). This is accom plished 
by an initial cu tting  o f  undergrow th and felling o f trees. The biom ass m ay then be 
com busted in a series o f  on-site bum s o r taken off site to be burned as fuel, or perhaps 
used for forest products. Conversion o f  tropical forests to pasture and cropland 
accounts for the largest share o f  global forest clearing and resulting net C C b
em issions. Fuelw ood com bustion also results in net em issions o f C O 2 .
In this study an assumption w as made that forest and fuelwood account for net 
C O 2  em issions. An overestim ation w ill account for the underestim ation in the zero 
net em issions for savanna and agricultural residues. In conclusion, based on these 
argum ents, net C O 2  em issions from biom ass burning in A frica will be from  forest 
and fuelwood, are sum m arized as follows:
Net C O 2 ^  35% of gross 5-1
Net C O 2  < 0.35 x 3764.7 =  1317.6 Tg C O 2 /  yr 5-2
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(Forest and fuelwood account for 28 °k and 7% o f biom ass burning in A frica 
respectively)
Major Findings
A frica contributes nearly  a third o f  the w orld’s anthropogenic N Ox em issions. 
This gas is very im portant in regulating the oxidizing efficiency o f the atm osphere, 
influences tropospheric ozone form ation and stratospheric ozone depletion. Africa's 
contribution to these im pacts is likely to be significant. The biogenic source and 
biom ass burning source are the m ost im portant sources o f  this species in Africa.
A frica is a significant source o f  methyl chloride (CH3CI). contributing nearly 
a fourth o f the global anthropogenic C H 3 CI. It has always been speculated  that 
biom ass burning might be responsible for about a fifth o f the global m ethyl budget 
(R udolph et al., 1995). The estim ates reported here confirm  the im portance o f  A frica 
as a  global m ethyl chloride source. M ethyl chloride is an im portant source o f 
chlorine, a m ajor agent in ozone depletion.
A frica is a significant source o f  carbon particles contributing nearly  one fifth 
to the w orld’s global anthropogenic budget, aerosols are im portant in affecting the 
radiative properties o f the atm osphere.
A frica is not a significant source o f CH4 , C H 3Br, NM H C's, SO 2 , N H 3 , TPM , 
and  particulates <2.5 um ( T able 5.1 ).These gases are produced in relatively sm aller 
quantities in Africa and their global contribution is minimal. H ow ever they are very 
im portant in atm ospheric chem istry  considerations and their contribution though 
sm all should not be overlooked. For exam ple, CH 4  is a more efficient absorber o f 
therm al radiation than C O 2 even though the abundance o f m ethane is 1/200  that o f 
C O 2 (L ashof and Tirpak, 1990), and the com bined efficiency o f the brom ine removal 
cycles for ozone (H O 2 + BrO and CIO +  BrO) is likely to be about 50 % times grater
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than the efficiency o f known chlorine rem oval cycles on an atom -for-atom  basis 
(W M O . 1994).
Conclusions
This study has provided a com prehensive understanding of the im portance of 
A frica as a regional and global source o f  atm ospheric gases and particulates in Africa. 
T he im portance o f Africa as a key global source o f trace gases and aerosols has been 
underestim ated in the past and this research offers a new picture o f gaseous and 
particulate em issions from Africa and partitioning by source.
The first comprehensive national and regional database was developed for the 
em issions o f  gases and particulates from m ajor sources in Africa. The results showed 
that A frica is the world's single largest continental source o f em issions due to biom ass 
burn ing  and that these emissions are likely to increase with time. Increases in tim e are 
likely to result from the fact that dem and for land use has increased substantially 
during the last two decades the human population has grow n 36% in A frica (FAO, 
1991; US Bureau o f Census ) and the annual deforestation rate has increased by 12% 
in tropical A frica (FAO, 1993). The results also showed that Africa is the greatest 
continental soil biogenic NOx em itter. W e also showed that A frica is not an im portant 
source o f  global gases from fossil fuel com bustion or energy related sources.
W e have also conducted m odeling studies for biogenic soil NOx em issions 
study estim ated regional, global and ecosystem  soil biogenic N O x based on a 
tem perature and precipitation dependent model that uses a 6 -hour averaged GCM  
output for m eteorological forcing. The study established that on a global scale Africa 
w as the greatest continental soil biogenic NOx em itter contributing almost 2/5 o f  the 
w orlds total. The most strongly em itting biom es were tropical rain forests, and 
savannas o f  Africa. Biomass burning was established to be significant in enhancing
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soil biogenic em issions by stim ulating emissions following bum  periods. By the year 
2020. global em issions were estim ated to increase to 11.82 Tg N annually (range 0 - 
35 Tg N ) . w ith A frica still as the largest continental source.
This study presented the first regional and national inventory o f  estimates o f  
gaseous and particulate em issions from biomass burning in A frica using satellite 
m easurem ents to evaluate the extent o f  biomass burning and gaseous and particulate 
em issions resulting from  this burning. This inventory provided a T x T  
latitude/longitude spatial resolution o f biomass burning activity in A frica and 
provides estim ates o f  em issions on a country-by-country basis. Em ission factors and 
ratios were based on a series o f field campaigns and laboratory m easurem ents. 
A frica’s contribution to global biom ass burning em issions was established to 
overw helm ingly significant. We established that m ore than 1 \%  (range 8 -l4 % )o f the 
w orld’s total anthropogenic C 0 2  production is from Biom ass burning in Africa.
A frica was found to be a significant global source o f the follow ing gases,
C O 2 , CO, C H 3CI, N O x , and carbon particulates, and found not to be an important 
source o f A frica is not a  significant source o f CH4 , C H 3Br, N M H C's, SO 2 , N H 3 , 
TPM , and particulates <2.5 um.
The relationships between population, G NP per Capita, and em issions is 
central to em issions trends. Increases in population, especially in A frica will result in 
significant increases in gaseous and particulate em issions from the continent and 
rising level o f  industrialization (higher GNP) will result in significant increases in 
em issions. G row th in G N P per capita outpaces grow th in population in influencing 
levels o f em issions. This study has shown that fossil fuel source is directly correlated 
with population and G N P. However, this research found no correlation between these 
two param eters and biom ass burning emissions. It only established that regions o f
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higher population density have more controlled burning, but still, there is no 
relationship betw een the total population o f a given country and its em issions from 
biom ass burning. Forecasts o f  em issions are based on several assum ptions 
concerning population increases, growths in per capita GNP, and per capita 
em issions. W hile future estim ates should only be regarded as possib le endpoints for 
present day activities, the increase in em issions is firm ly established.
Topics for Future Study
The inventory o f  trace gas em issions for continental A frica developed in this 
study suggests a range o f  topics for further investigation. For effective policy 
decisions, we m ust quantify the sources, magnitude, and impacts o f  these em issions. 
In this study, w e have com piled  existing databases on fossil fuel use, conducted 
m odeling studies for biogenic sources, and used satellite m easurem ents to evaluate 
the extent o f biom ass burning and gaseous and particulate em issions resulting from 
this burning. The com bination o f  these three processes in a com prehensive inventory 
o f  trace gas em issions from  continental Africa on a country-by-country basis provides 
invaluable inform ation for policy makers. For a global perspective, how ever, this 
approach w ould have to be applied  to all o f the continents. W ith the resulting 
inventory, the international com m unity  could m ove to develop cost-effective 
m easures to reduce greenhouse gas em issions, and control other trace species that 
effect atm ospheric com position, chem istry, clim ate, and air quality. T he three-step 
process applied here, could provide im portant inputs to policy m akers, if these 
m ethods are applied on a global scale.
From a regional perspective, the results from  this study m ight be applied to 
help in forecasting changes in the regional clim ate o f  Africa. The rapid  changes in
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population and industrialization in A frica necessitate monitoring on a  regional scale. 
W hile in situ m onitoring over A frica w ould require a m ajor investm ent in 
infrastructure, the com bination o f  techniques provided in this study provide a 
reasonable first approxim ation o f  em issions. To improve these estim ates, we m ust 
have better estim ates o f  area burned, and more sophisticated diagnostic relationships 
betw een burning, em issions, and ecosystem s. To obtain better estim ates o f  area 
burned, im provem ents are needed in the satellite rem ote sensing techniques used. 
B etter relationships betw een burn ing  and the associated atm ospheric chem istry  
requires a com bination o f  laboratory studies and field program s in A frican biom es. 
Finally, the sim ple diagnostic relationships between biogenic em issions, biom e, and 
m eteorology are som ew hat sim plistic  as this stage in their developm ent and could  use 
im provem ent.
To really assess the effect o f  em issions on regional and global clim ate, 
chem ical transport m odels (C TM 's) m ust be initialized with the im proved em issions 
rates from  studies such as the one presented here. The CTM 's will p rovide life-cycle 
inform ation on em issions, ultim ate sinks o f these species, and give som e estim ate on 
the net effects o f  em issions from  A frica on the com position, chem istry, and clim ate 
on both continental and global scales.
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